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Dear Colleague
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1 Welcome and Apologies Dr A Billings

Filming Notification Dr A Billings2

This meeting is being filmed as part of the pilot to 
broadcast the meeting on our website. Whilst the 
recording of this meeting will not be published it is 
anticipated that in the future recordings of this may 
be uploaded onto the website.

The OPCC operates in accordance with the Data 
Protection Act. Data collected during the filming will 
be retained in accordance with the OPCC’s 
published policy.  

Therefore by entering the meeting room, you are 
consenting to being filmed and to the possible use 
of those images and sound recordings for 
publication on our website and/or training purposes.
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4 Public Questions

5 Urgent Items Dr A Billings

Items to be considered in the Absence of the Public 
and Press – There are no items

Dr A Billings6

THAT, using the principles identified under section 
100A (4) of the Local Government Act 1972, the 
public be excluded from the meeting for the 
following items of business, on the grounds that they 
involve the likely disclosure of exempt information 
as specified in the relevant paragraphs of Part 1 of 
Schedule 12A to the Act, as amended, or that they 
are otherwise operationally sensitive or would attract 
an exemption under the Freedom of Information Act 
2000.
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SOUTH YORKSHIRE’S POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER

PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY BOARD

7 FEBRUARY 2020

PRESENT: Dr Alan Billings (Police and Crime Commissioner)
Michelle Buttery (Chief Executive and Solicitor)
Michael Clements (Chief Finance and Commissioning Officer)
Alison Fletcher (Office Manager)
Tim Forber (Assistant Chief Constable)
Carrie Goodwin, (Head of Corporate Communications)
David Hartley (Assistant Chief Constable)
Nigel Hiller (Director of Resources)
Sally Parkin (Business Manager)
Lauren Poultney (Assistant Chief Constable)
Mark Roberts (Deputy Chief Constable)
Fiona Topliss (Community Engagement & Communications 
Manager)
Stephen Watson (Chief Constable)
Kevin Wright (Evaluation and Scrutiny Officer)
Tracy Webster (Engagement Officer)

Apologies for absence were received from:  Erika Redfearn

1 WELCOME AND APOLOGIES 

The Commissioner welcomed Alex Johnson, the Chief Fire Officer for South 
Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service to the meeting.

There were Councillors Nevett, Wilkinson and Short (members of the Police and 
Crime Panel) Mounsey, Steinke, Smith, Wray and Tyas present.

2 FILMING NOTIFICATION 

The Commissioner informed attendees that the meeting was being filmed and 
would be uploaded onto his website.  By entering the meeting room, attendees are 
consenting to being filmed and to the possible use of those images and sound 
recordings for publication on our website and/or training purposes.

3 ANNOUNCEMENTS 

The Commissioner highlighted that the Police and Crime Panel had met yesterday 
and approved the 2% Council Tax precept increase for 2020/21 that he had 
recommended.

4 PUBLIC QUESTIONS 

The Commissioner informed the Board that the following question had been 
submitted by Councillor Mounsey.
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“Can I request that due to the escalating number of drug dealers and ASB incidents 
in our Adwick / Carcroft Ward in Doncaster a multi-agency approach is adopted to 
show our communities that we are listening to their serious concerns?”
The Commissioner confirmed that a written response had been prepared and would 
be provided to Councillor Mounsey.

S Morley acknowledged the increase in ASB and confirmed that there is some 
evidence of increased drug dealing within the area.  A dedicated police constable 
and Police Community Support Officer (PCSO) are now working in the area.  A 
number of individuals have been placed on criminal behaviour orders.  The off-road 
bike team will also be work more in the area.  Response officers will also be 
working out of Adwick alongside the local neighbourhood team.  There will be an 
increase in the number of neighbourhood officers in Adwick and the surrounding 
areas in the next 6 to 12 months.

Cllr Mounsey acknowledged the increase in officers.  He said that Ward members 
work closely with the police.  He highlighted that the biggest deterrent was police 
officers walking the street because members of the public will give them 
information.  Ward members can only report what people tell them. He suggested 
that a slogan poster campaign may reassure local communities.
The Commissioner acknowledged Councillor Mounsey’s comments.

5 URGENT ITEMS 

There were no urgent items.

6 ITEMS TO BE CONSIDERED IN THE ABSENCE OF THE PUBLIC AND PRESS 

Item 19 – Serious Violent Crime Task Force.

7 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

There were no declarations of interest.

8 MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY BOARD HELD 
ON 14 JANUARY 2020 

The minutes of the meeting of the Public Accountability Board held on 14 January 
2020 were agreed as an accurate record.

9 MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE SPECIAL PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY 
BOARD HELD ON 28 JANUARY 2020 

The minutes of the meeting of the Special Public Accountability Board held on 28 
January 2020 were agreed as an accurate record.

10 MATTERS ARISING/ACTIONS 

379 Police forces were being charged a court fee for applying for a 
Domestic Violence Protection Order was to be raised with 
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Association of Police and Crime Commissioners (APCC).
24/01/20 – M Buttery to supply more detailed information and 
has asked DCC Roberts for assistance.
07/02/20 – This is being progressed nationally.  

381 The Commissioner would be shown a demonstration of the 
Connect Partner.  
07/02/20 – Briefing took place on 06/02/20.  DISCHARGED

383 A report on the Serious Violent Crime Task Force and the 
Violence Reduction Unit to be brought to a future meeting of the 
Board.
27/01/20 – On work programme for meeting on 7 February 
2020.  DISCHARGED

11 FORCE PERFORMANCE - DONCASTER DISTRICT SUMMARY UPDATE 

A report of the Chief Constable was presented to the Board.  The purpose of the 
report was to provide a brief update in relation to local operationally based delivery 
of the Police and Crime Plan in Barnsley, in line with the reporting requirements.

S Morley highlighted that Doncaster District Command team has made significant 
changes to its governance structures and service delivery.

Over the next 12 months Doncaster will see an increase in resources and continue 
to work closely with partners.

S Morley highlighted the excellent partnership working which took place during the 
floods in November and December and acknowledged the dedicated, 
professionalism and courage displayed by staff.  

The Commissioner acknowledged the good work that had taken place with 
Doncaster Metropolitan Borough Council (DMBC) and other partners such as the 
South Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service (SYF&RS) during the floods.

The Commissioner enquired about the health and wellbeing of the officers and staff 
involved in the floods.  S Morley confirmed that physical support to staff had been 
provided such as vehicles, hot drinks and food.  Post event,  the district had 
ensured that officers had time to recuperate.  He also highlighted that Doncaster 
had received support from officers from across the Force to reduce the impact on 
one district.

T Forber highlighted the good response the Force had received from local 
communities.

Doncaster district has seen a 1.2% drop in overall crime.

The district is now co-located with partner agencies in the Safer Neighbourhood 
Services Unit (SNS).  The SNS is working closely with the local neighbourhood 
teams.  This has generated a real and sustained reduction in anti-social behaviour 
(ASB).

The Commissioner enquired if the data in the ASB graph on page 21 included 
partner data.  S Morley confirmed that the data did not include partner data but that 
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this showed the same trends as the information presented by partners at the 
Doncaster Community Safety Partnership.

The Force has allocated 17 additional posts to Doncaster.  13 additional police 
constables and 4 police sergeants.   As a result of the PCSO review Doncaster 
district now has concrete plans to develop and expand neighbourhood policing in 
Doncaster including:

 24 February 2020 – the reopening of Edlington police station and the 
creation of a neighbourhood policing team;

 May / June 2002 – the creation of neighbourhood policing team for 
Conisborough / Denaby.  This is likely to be based in Conisborough library;

 September 2020 – the creation of a neighbourhood policing team at 
Rossington police station;

 January 2020 – the creation of a neighbourhood policing team for Adwick 
and surrounding communities at Davies House;

 March 2021 – the creation of a neighbourhood policing team at Armthorpe.

The Commissioner highlighted that residents had raised concerns previously about 
the car parking at Rossington police station and enquired if this have been 
considered.  S Morley confirmed that this had been considered and he did not 
expect that this would be a problem due to the reduced number of officers who 
would be working out of the station.

S Morley highlighted the following operational activity:

Operation Drum Alpha – the West Neighbourhoods Team has been working with 
the Fortify Tasking Teams and partners to tackle the embedded organised 
criminality across Mexborough and Conisborough.  This is now moving into a phase 
of engagement and educational activity with young people to prevent them from 
getting drawn into criminality.

The Commissioner enquired if this was a one-off event.  S Morley confirmed that 
Operation Drum Alpha had been running for 6-months.  This is a long-term 
approach to address the issues.

The Commissioner also highlighted that Doncaster would be able to utilise the 
Violence Reduction Unit.

Operation Bradford – this operation is in place to tackle ASB in Conisborough Town 
Centre.  Feedback from residents has been positive and incidents of reported ASB 
has fallen by almost 25%.

Community Alcohol Partnership (CAP) – since its introduction in Auckley in July 
2019, the district has seen a significant reduction in complaints of youth based 
alcohol related ASB.  This is a partnership approach with retailers and DMBC and 
involves working with parents.

The Commissioner highlighted speeding vehicles on page 23.  He confirmed that 
he receives a large number of emails from local communities in relation to speeding 
vehicles and enquired how well activities to address speeding vehicles are 
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publicised.  M Roberts confirmed that local initiatives requested by local 
communities are publicised using social media and community alerts and these are 
well received.  Broader initiatives can get negative feedback so are not as well 
publicised.

Doncaster is implementing a ‘Best Bar None’ scheme in the Town Centre.  This is a 
national programme that promotes higher standards of safety and security within 
the night-time economy.  There are 20 accredited premises already signed up to 
the programme and it is anticipated that there will be a further 20 premises by April 
2020.  Once the ‘Best Bar None’ programme is embedded, the Doncaster 
Partnership will work towards achieving Purple flag status.

The Safer Neighbourhood Services Hub has seen 6 police officers start a new role 
as case managers.  Their primary role is to work with some of the most vulnerable 
and complex individuals within the community who are placing additional demand 
on the police service and who need extra support from other agencies.  Initial 
indications are that there has been a reduction in calls for service in over 90% of 
cases.

The mental health demand reduction programme within the Hub has revealed some 
positive gains for each agency involved.  The programme has seen a 67% 
reduction in the number of police deployments over the past 12 months and a 39% 
reduction in the number of people who have been detained under the Mental 
Health Act for assessment.

Residential burglary in Doncaster remains a key focus for the district.  The main 
areas affected are Bessacar, Cantley and Wheatley.  Dedicated burglary 
investigators have been introduced to address this.  They will commit much of their 
time to investigating crimes, increasing patrols and community engagement.  Early 
indications are positive with burglary incidents reducing from approximately 40 per 
week to 15.  If this can be sustained this will have a significant impact.

The Commissioner enquired if the Force knew why burglaries had increased.  S 
Morley confirmed that in Doncaster this had been down to specific individuals and 
once they had been arrested there had been a dramatic reduction.

S Morley highlighted the proactive work being undertaken by the Prison Team.  He 
highlighted Operation Canyon, a HMP Lindholme based staff corruption and 
financial conspiracy operations around drug supply and money laundering.

Doncaster district had improved its governance structures.  This enabled the district 
to work more smartly with resources and improve response times to both 
immediate and priority incidents.  In May to July, the average response time for 
Doncaster, for priority incidents was around 2 hours.  From October, when the new 
business processes were introduced, the response time had steadily reduced 
December saw an average response time for priority incidents of 47 minutes 44 
seconds.

The Commissioner enquired if this was sustainable.  S Morley confirmed that he did 
think it was sustainable if resources were used efficiently and effectively.
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Doncaster district has improved its arrest rate for domestic abuse.  In 2018, the 
average arrest rate for domestic abuse rate was 30%, but in 2019, this rose to 46%.

There has been an increase in the number of stop and searches undertaken. 

A Lockley highlighted that the Commissioner had asked the Independent Ethics 
Panel to look at stop and search.  He enquired if Doncaster was in line with the rest 
of the Force in relation to positive outcomes for January.  S Morley confirmed that 
he did not have the information available as the data was currently unaudited for 
January but he would provide the information once this was available.

S Morley acknowledged the complex and emotionally demanding environment of 
the Protecting Vulnerable People department and highlighted Operation Albany.  A 
complex sexual abuse case spanning from 1976 to 2000.  The offender was found 
guilty and was sentenced to 30 years in prison.  He was convicted of 21 offences, 
involving 5 male victims.  The concurrent sentences handed to the defendant 
totalled 84 years.

Doncaster district have been working closely with the Doncaster Youth Council to 
develop and deliver a creative programme about knife crime #LivesUpKnivesDown.  
This programme is designed to generate discussions about the issues but also 
establish the reality of the situation and not simply rely on perceptions generated by 
social media and the national press.  The programme and associated video were 
being rolled out to every school in Doncaster.

S Morley highlighted the outstanding work and acts of bravery undertaken by 
officers and staff in Doncaster.  The Commissioner echoed this statement.

The Commissioner thanked S Morley for a good report.

IT WAS AGREED THAT:

 S Morley would provide the stop and search positive outcome 
comparisons for January

12 FORCE PERFORMANCE REPORT AGAINST POLICE AND CRIME PLAN 2017 - 
2021 (RENEWED 2019) - PROTECTING VULNERABLE PEOPLE 

A report of the Chief Constable was presented to the Board.  The purpose of the 
report was to provide an update on the progress against the ‘protecting vulnerable 
people’ outcome of the Police and Crime Plan 2017-2021 in support of the 
Commissioner’s overarching aim of South Yorkshire being a safe place in which to 
live, learn and work.

T Forber highlighted that in July 2019, Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary 
and Fire and Rescue Service (HMICFRS) had published their report and 
recommendations on Crimes Against Elderly People.  Within the report were a 
number of recommendations for National Police Chiefs Counsel (NPCC) and all 
Chief Constables.  An action plan had been developed and T Forber was leading a 
programme of work to address the issues raised.  
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Whilst older victims were naturally seen across all types of criminality, there was 
specific concern for older victims of cyber and internet fraud.  The Force had 
dedicated Fraud Crime Prevention Officers to work with elderly residents to prevent 
them becoming repeat victims.

The Force used a tool called Mosaic to segment and categorise local policing 
areas; to better support and target the delivery of effective services and messaging 
for elderly people. 

T Forber suggested a more detailed report around older victims of crime be brought 
to a PAB in 6 to 12 months’ time.

The Force had seen a significant increase in the arrest rate for domestic abuse 
over the previous 12 months.  The arrest rate for those offences carrying higher risk 
were more frequent, with a 77% arrest rate for high risk domestic abuse offences 
and judicial outcomes were being seen.  The Force recognised that a judicial 
outcome was not what the victim wants.

The Force can apply for a Domestic Violence Protection Order (DVPO) which have 
been shown to support a reduction in reoffending.  Over the three months to 
November 2019, the Force had increased its use of Domestic Violence Protection 
Notices (DVPN).  

HMICFRS had shown an interest in the Force’s approach to DVPNs as it was 
amongst the highest users nationally for this protection order.  

Apply for DVPOs is labour intensive.  The Force recognised this was an area for 
growth and therefore identified that in order to maximise efficiency and support 
operational capacity, a DVPO team should be established to improve the quality of 
applications, support capacity within Legal Services, and deal with breaches and 
contested hearings.

Funding for the Domestic Abuse Matters programme had recently been approved.  
This was to be delivered to all officers and staff who encounter domestic abuse 
situations within their role.

T Forber highlighted the new Stalking Protection Orders (SPO).   SPOs allow 
courts, in England and Wales to move more quickly to ban stalkers form contacting 
victims or visiting their home, place of work or study.  The Force has set up a page 
on the internal website with guidance to support officers’ understanding of SPOs 
and will encourage and monitor the appropriate use of SPOs in future months.  T 
Forber suggested a report on SPOs be brought to PAB in 12 months.

T Forber highlighted a case where a former teacher was sentenced to four years for 
the sexual assault of an eight-year-old boy. 

The Child Sexual Exploitation (CSE) workstreams were fully embedded across all 
districts.

The Child Criminal Exploitation (CCE) delivery, with a particular focus on county 
lines was starting to embed, with training ongoing in relation to CCE, County Lines 
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and Cuckooing.  T Forber emphasised that South Yorkshire is not seeing as much 
CCE as some rural areas.

In November 2019, the Force realised the culmination of months of investigation 
into an international human trafficking ring within Romania and across the UK.  A 
total of 10 suspects were arrested on suspicion of human trafficking for the purpose 
of sexual exploitation and money laundering, and were taken into custody.

A pilot team was set up in December 2019 within the Crime Support Hub to review, 
triage and support investigative quality across the full range of fraud offences.   The 
team will work closely with colleagues who identify the vulnerability of fraud victims 
and continue to specialist service in crime prevention and practical learning around 
fraud prevention.

The Force has invested in financial investigation.  Financial investigators are now 
being embedded across the districts with increasing success in bringing 
outstanding cases to finalisation.  T Forber confirmed that he wanted to see this 
develop over the next 12 months.

Following a pilot in Doncaster, a review of the Doncaster Serenity Integrated 
Mentoring (SIM) is taking place.  Early indication is that the concept works, with a 
current update regarding the impact from a cost point of view to date.

T Forber confirmed that a full business case was agreed for a restructure at Atlas 
Court.  The design principles were to move to a model where 90% of 999 calls 
could be answered within 10 seconds, and fewer than 10% of all 101 calls were 
abandoned.

Demand data had been analysed and used to build a simulated model by which 
numbers of staff and call line times were tested to support an improved 
abandonment rate.  This also took into account Interactive Voice Response (IVR) 
technology to direct calls appropriately based on public need.

Technological advances around online reporting, including webchat and social 
media were to be considered within the management of online demand.

T Forber highlighted the national grading for calls and acknowledged that, on 
occasion, the Force cannot service the demand within the target time.  Focus was 
on emergency attendance, and as a result, priority incidents demand was less 
effective.  Rather than removing the target times which cannot be achieved, the 
Force will internally monitor and report against the following three tiers of response:

1. Emergency – 15 minutes to arrive at scene
2. Priority 1 – 1 hour to arrive at scene
3. Priority 8 – 8 hours to arrive at scene

T Forber highlighted that call handling in Atlas Court was seen as good by 
HMICFRS.

Vulnerable victim satisfaction is stable.  T Forber acknowledged that hate crime 
victims continue to report lower levels of satisfaction with the service received and 
confirmed this was been looked at.
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D Hartley acknowledged the need to improve how well victims were being kept 
informed and confirmed that he had set ambitious targets.

The Commissioner enquired if officers leave their contact details following a visit to 
a victim of burglary.  D Hartley confirmed that they did and it was now mandated 
that if another officer takes over a case, for them to contact the person and leave 
their details.  They should also leave the contact details of the local neighbourhood 
team. 

The Commissioner thanked T Forber for the full report and welcomed the work 
taking place in relation to domestic abuse and stalking.

IT WAS AGREED THAT:

 A report around older victims of crime be brought to a Public 
Accountability Board in 6 to 12 months’ time

 A report on Stalking Protection Orders be brought to a Public 
Accountability Board in 12 months’ time

13 QUARTERLY BUDGET MONITORING OVERVIEW 

A report of the Chief Constable was presented to the Board.  The purpose of the 
report was to inform the Public Accountability Board of the Force’s projected outturn 
on its revenue and capital budgets as at 31st March 2020. It was based on an 
analysis of income and expenditure for the period 1st April 2019 to 31st March 
2020 before accounting adjustments.

N Hiller highlighted that the Force projected a £0.76m underspend, after £2.8m of 
non-recurrent expenditure on in-year bids, which was 0.30% of the total budget.   

Key points include: 

 one-off Home Office ‘surge’ funding for increased serious violence 
interventions required secondments, causing an underspend;  

 the operational uplift - the Force will ensure it maximises the funding to 
facilitate the uplift in officer numbers; 

 the floods - the total cost of the floods is £0.3m.  If the Force receives any 
funding from the Bellwin scheme this will increase the underspend;

The 2019/20 savings target of £3.9m had been delivered.

There had been some slippage in the capital programme, this related to the ERP 
system, the land for the Doncaster police station and custody suite and audio visual 
recording equipment.

The Commissioner enquired if there was a risk that money assumed to be spent on 
the bids may not occur in February and March, adding to the underspend.  N Hiller 
confirmed this was likely.

14 SERIOUS VIOLENCE CRIME FORCE UPDATE DISCUSSION 
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T Forber highlighted the significant investment made in relation to violence 
reduction.  

The Serious Violent Crime Task Force was funded from one-off Home Office 
‘Surge’ funding and was essentially work undertaken on overtime and 
secondments.

Hotspots were identified by Intelligence Officers across the county and 
interventions were having a significant impact.

There had been 16,800 hours of visible patrol undertaken; approximately 200 stop 
and searches undertaken each month, 1661 since the Task Force was formed in 
July 2019; over 1000 vehicles stopped and 343 arrests made.

Additional resources were deployed in Arbourthorne following a shooting in the 
area.

T Forber confirmed he was keen to continue the Task Force however, funding was 
not yet confirmed by the Home Office for 2020/21.

15 VIOLENCE REDUCTION UNIT UPDATE 

The Commissioner highlighted in June 2019, the then Home Secretary, announced 
that South Yorkshire could apply for £1.6m to support the establishment of a 
Violence Reduction Unit (VRU), which, following a successful application was 
confirmed in August.

On 29 December 2019, the Government announced that £1.6m was to be made 
available to South Yorkshire to continue the work of the VRU in 2020/21, subject to 
successful application.  Details of the application process and Home Office 
expectations in relation to provision of this funding was unknown.  

M Clements confirmed that the Home Officer had specified two mandatory products 
to be delivered by the end of March 2020 – an Area Profile and Response Strategy.

The VRU Executive Board met monthly.  The draft Area Profile and Response 
Strategy will be renewed at the VRU Executive Board next week, before final sign 
off at March’s VRU Executive Board.

A number of new projects were underway; Navigators (Accident and Emergency 
and Police Custody) and Assertive Outreach.

The Home Office set an expectation that at least 20% of funding would be spent on 
interventions.  In South Yorkshire, 50% of the grant funding was being spent on 
interventions.

16 PCC DECISIONS 
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A report of the Commissioner’s Chief Executive  & Solicitor was presented to the 
Board.  The purpose of the report was to provide the Board with a record of key 
decisions taken by the Commissioner since the last meeting.

M Buttery highlighted three decisions which are of public interest: the National 
Vehicle Procurement Contracting Authority; You’re Only Young Once (YOYO) Sport 
and the Police Uplift Programme.

17 PAB WORK PROGRAMME 

The report was noted.

18 SYF&R COLLABORATION UPDATE 

The Commissioner introduced A Johnson and confirmed she was attending the 
meeting as a partner.

Chief Fire Officer A Johnson provided an update on the South Yorkshire Fire and 
Rescue (SYFRS) and South Yorkshire Police (SYP).

A Johnson highlighted that SYFRS and SYP had been collaborating for a number 
of years to provide joined up services to the communities of South Yorkshire.  
However, in 2017, this was formalised by the establishment of a collaboration 
programme which had supported the creation and management of a number of 
joint projects and work streams.

The projects and activities of the collaboration programme were managed and 
assured through a dedicated governance process, which included project meetings, 
and tactical and strategic boards with representatives from SYFRS, South 
Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Authority, SYP and the South Yorkshire Police and 
Crime Commissioner.

A Johnson highlighted the following key collaborations:

 The Joint Community Safety department.  The aim of which was to keep 
people safe.  Activities include; home safety checks; gun and knife crime 
awareness; crime prevention visits and youth engagement activities such as 
the Princes Trust Team Programme.

 The Joint Vehicle Fleet Management department.  The aim of which was to 
provide a joint fire and police vehicle fleet department.   This included the 
sharing of a workshop facility in Eastwood and integrated fleet services 
under a single management and support structure.

 The Joint Estates and Facilities Management project which was designed to 
propose and implement options for the management of SYFR and SYP’s 
Estates and Facilities Management.  This included a joint Head of Estates 
and Facilities Management and a joint Head of Facilities Management.

Key collaborative work streams include:
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 Gaining entry – Firefighters gain entry at hundreds of ‘medical break-in’ 
incidents each year instead of the police.

 Operation Dark Nights – This involved partners working together to jointly 
manage their response to incidents during the traditionally busy Halloween 
and Bonfire Night period.

 Sharing venues – for the delivery of training.
 Communications – the fire service communications team had used the police 

in-house graphic designer to develop resources to support public safety 
campaigns.

Key successes include:

 Over 200 students had participated in the Princes Trust programme in the 
last 2 years, with SYFRS and SYP jointly supporting young people in the 
South Yorkshire community.

 Education support and prevention packages delivered to more than 20,000 
local people every year, including nearly every Year 6 pupil in South 
Yorkshire.

 Thousands of hours saved through joint training and training resilience 
between both organisations.

 Over 42,000 school children across 60 South Yorkshire schools have 
received gun and knife crime awareness package.

A number of awards had been received.

The Commissioner thanked A Johnson for the report and confirmed that the 
approach to the collaboration was pragmatic and projects / collaborations will only 
be undertaken if there are benefits.

19 SERIOUS VIOLENCE CRIME TASK FORCE UPDATE REPORT 

Discussed under agenda item 14.

20 ANY OTHER BUSINESS - TO BE NOTIFIED AT THE BEGINNING OF THE 
MEETING 

There was no any other business.

21 DATE AND TIME OF NEXT MEETING 

Special meeting to be held on the 25 February 2020 at 2pm at New York Stadium, 
New York Way, Rotherham, S Yorkshire, S60 1AH.
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SOUTH YORKSHIRE’S POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER

PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY BOARD

25 FEBRUARY 2020

PRESENT: Dr Alan Billings (Police and Crime Commissioner)
Michelle Buttery (Chief Executive and Solicitor, OPCC) 
Michael Clements (Chief Finance and Commissioning Officer, 
OPCC)
Sophie Abbott (Deputy Chief Finance and Commissioning 
Officer, OPCC)
Fiona Topliss (Community Engagement & Communications 
Manager, OPCC)
Sally Parkin (Governance and Compliance Manager, OPCC)
Mark Roberts (Deputy Chief Constable, SYP) 
Nigel Hiller (Director of Resources, SYP),
Alison Fletcher (Office Manager, SYP)
Peter Spratt (Sergeant, SYP)
Steve Wragg (Chair, Joint Independent Audit Committee)
Cllr Garry Weatherall (Sheffield City Council)

Apologies for absence were received from:  Tim Forber, Carrie 
Goodwin, David Hartley, Andrew Lockley, Lauren Poultney, 
Erika Redfearn, Kevin Wright and Stephen Watson

1 WELCOME AND APOLOGIES 

The Commissioner welcomed those present at the meeting.

There were Councillors Sansome and Short (members of the Police and Crime 
Panel) and one member of the press present.

2 ITEMS TO BE CONSIDERED IN THE ABSENCE OF THE PUBLIC AND PRESS 

There were no items to be considered in the absence of the public and press.

3 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

There were no declarations of interest.

4 FINAL PRECEPT DECISION AND BUDGET FOR 2020/2021 

The Commissioner commented on the lack of clarity around certain elements of the 
police funding this year.  For example, it is still unclear whether the Home Office 
‘Uplift’ grant to support an increase of police officer numbers will just cover salaries 
or the additional resources and equipment needed to support the ‘Uplift’.  This has 
meant that some assumptions have had to be made.

The Commissioner invited M Clements to present the report.
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M Clements confirmed that the proposals in the report would fulfil the PCC’s duties 
under the Police Reform and Social Responsibilities Act 2011 to set the budget, 
allocate assets and funds to the Chief Constable and propose the police element of 
the precept for the force area.

M Clements reminded the Board that the draft precept recommendations and 
budget 2020/21 had been presented to the Public Accountability Board on 28 
January 2020.  

M Clements highlighted the following key points in the report.

The Police and Crime Panel agreed to support the proposed precept for 2020/21 at 
its meeting on 6 February 2020.

The consultation with the public regarding the policing precept has also been 
concluded.  Over 2,600 residents engaged and expressed their views, with the 
majority indicating they would be prepared to pay an increased precept, in return 
for assurance regarding value for money and greater visibility.

M Clements highlighted the late notification of the funding settlement by the Home 
Office and the impact this had on preparing the 2020/21 budget.

For 2020/21, additional grant funding of £700m was included in the funding 
settlement to help PCCs and forces achieve the target of the first 6,000 increase in 
police officer numbers by 31 March 2021.  PCCs were also given the flexibility to 
increase the policing precept by up to £10 for a Band D property in 2020/21.

For South Yorkshire, additional ‘Uplift’ grant of £16.8m has been made available in 
2020/21 to support the increase of police officer numbers by 151 by March 2021.  
Of this, the Home Office have built 75% (£12.6m) into the core policing grant and 
retained 25% (£4.2m) as ‘ringfenced grant’ with conditions, assumed to be payable 
only if the 151 additional officers are in post by 31 March 2021.

M Clements highlighted the Force’s considerable progress on its journey to 
outstanding.  The Commissioner acknowledged that in 2016 the Force was ranked 
43rd out of 43 forces.  In the latest rankings it is now ranked joint fourth. 

In 2019/20, the Home Office froze government grant for policing and gave PCCs 
the ‘flexibility’ to increase the precept by a value up to the equivalent of £24 on a 
Band D property.  For South Yorkshire this equated to a 14% increase in the 
precept.  The budget proposal for 2019/20 was to utilise the precept to increase 
police officer numbers initially by 55, which was then updated in July 2019 to 
achieve an increase in officer numbers of 220 by 2022/23.  

The Commissioner enquired if this increase in officer numbers was in addition to 
the new ‘National uplift’.  N Hiller confirmed that it was.

G Weatherall asked if this was achievable.  M Roberts confirmed that it was 
achievable although this would put a strain on the Force.  One of the challenges is 
that there will be a workforce very young in service.  Equally it is a good challenge 
to have and there should be fewer leavers due to retirement in time, as a result.  
The Force is introducing schemes to address this.
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M Clements highlighted that the Commissioner’s precept proposal was to levy an 
annual increase in the precept equivalent to £3.88 per annum on a Band D property 
i.e. a 2% increase.  In South Yorkshire, 75% of properties are in Bands A and B 
(58% and 17% respectively).  The annual increase for a Band A property would be 
£2.59, and £3.02 for Band B. 

M Clements provided information in relation to what the budget is funding; this 
includes investment to support the further increase in police officer posts including 
equipment and other non pay costs, as well as supporting staff; investment in Atlas 
Court; the Crime Review and the estate to support the increased workforce.

The Commissioner enquired if the Crime Review investment was for part of the 
year and if there is the potential for slippage.  N Hiller confirmed that it was for part 
of the year and plans are in place to mitigate any slippage.

The Medium Term Resource Strategy (MTRS) assumes a 2% precept increase 
each year to 2024/25.  The MTRS also reflects the full increase in police officer 
numbers to 3,056 by March 2023.

The annual inflationary pay award for police officers and staff applies from 
September to August.  M Clements highlighted that the initial planning assumption 
was that this would be 2% from September 2020 and the life of the MTRS.  On 30 
January 2020 the Association of Police and Crime Commissioners issued a circular 
indicating that the National Police Chiefs Council was proposing a 2.5% pay award 
for 2020/21 and a multi-year pay deal thereafter.  2.5% pay has now been reflected 
in the proposed 2020/21 budget and MTRS.

Information has also been received that there are likely to be increased charges for 
the national police air service (NPAS) and national IT projects.  Both of these 
increased charges are reflected in the 2020/21 budget.

M Clements confirmed that South Yorkshire Police’s approach will complement the 
work of partner organisations commissioned using the Commissioner’s 
partnerships and commissioning budget which is summarised in the 
Commissioning Plan 2020/21 (attached at Appendix 3 to the report).

M Clements highlighted the legacy costs relating to civil claims from the 
Hillsborough disaster and child sexual exploitation (CSE).  The effect of this is 
estimated at £6.1m (net) in 2020/21.  Applications to the Home Office for Special 
Grants have to be made.  However, 15% of the costs will have to be found by the 
Force.  

Accumulatively, in 2023/24 the deficit is £19m.

M Clement confirmed that the 2020/21 budget is in balance, but the MTRS requires 
the use of reserves to balance the budget from 2021/22 onwards.

M Clements highlighted that balancing the medium term financial position to ensure 
recurrent financial balance will require some, or all, of the following:

a) achieving clarity through the Spending Review regarding the level of grant 
funding to increase ‘Uplift’ police officer numbers beyond 151 towards 
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achieving the estimated 487 of the national 20,000 target, as the cost of the 
487 officers (plus supporting staff, equipment and estate costs) is currently 
factored into the MTRS in full and may not be affordable,

b) the Force’s future integrated planning to balance demand and growth 
pressures and the need for efficiency savings,

c) an improved deal on Legacy cost funding from the Home Office,
d) use of precept flexibility i.e. increases greater than the assumed 2% per 

annum.

M Clements highlighted the following assumptions: 

 the estimated costs of the full expected Uplift of 487 officers by March 2023 
but not estimating an increase in grant income beyond the full 2020/21; 

 Savings for 2020/21 have been included.  However, savings in future years 
have been assumed; and 

 assumptions have been made about the potential scale and timing of 
expenditure and the potential levels of Special Grant 

The Commissioner enquired when the Government started counting the increase in 
officer numbers.  This will start when the Force has recruited the 220 additional 
officers.  The Commissioner asked if the Home Office use the same police officer 
numbers as the Force.  N Hiller confirmed that the Force use full-time equivalent 
numbers, whereas the Home Office use head count.

M Roberts highlighted that the Force has become more efficient as a result of 
austerity but the infrastructure will now need to be increased to support the 
additional uplift in police officers.

M Clements highlighted the following:

 It is recommended that £1.5m of reserves be earmarked as contingency 
against the development of key business systems.

 Non-recurrent grant support for increased pension costs.

The 2020/21 Reserves Strategy reflects the reserves position over the life of the 
MTRS to 2024/25, maintaining a level of general reserves at or above 5% of the net 
revenue budget until 2023/24.

M Clements circulated an amended Capital Strategy 2020 to 2025 (Appendix 5). 

The Commissioner was asked to formally approve the Capital Strategy Programme 
for 2020/21 of £22.20m instead of £27.81m as originally stated.  Amendments have 
also been made to the figures in tables at 5.1 and 6.4.  

A draft Treasury Management Strategy Statement 2020/21 had been provided at 
Appendix 6.  Further work will be undertaken before this is presented to the Joint 
Independent Audit Committee on 24 March 2020.
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The Commissioner approved:

a) A budget requirement for 2020/21 of £278.4m, as set out in Section 9 of 
the report;

b) A Council Tax precept increase of 2%, equivalent to a £3.88 increase to 
£198.04 for the year on a Band D property for 2020/21.  This equates to 
an annual increase of £2.59 for a Band A property and £3.02 for a Band 
B property, as set out in paragraph 8.1 of the report;

c) The Reserves Strategy as set out in Appendix 4;
d) A Capital Strategy and Programme for 2020/21 of £22,204m as set out 

in Appendix 5;
e) Taking the draft Treasury Management Strategy and Minimum Revenue 

Provision policy statement (Appendix 6) and the recommendations 
contained therein, to the Joint Independent Audit Committee on the 24 
March 2020, for Commissioner approval immediately after;

f) To note the Chief Finance and Commissioning Officer’s statement on 
the robustness of estimates as set out in Section 12 of the report.

5 ANY OTHER BUSINESS - TO BE NOTIFIED AT THE BEGINNING OF THE 
MEETING 

There was no other business.

6 DATE AND TIME OF NEXT MEETING 

10 March 2020 at 10am, Rotherham Town Hall, Moorgate Street, Rotherham, 
South Yorkshire, S60 2TH.

CHAIR
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MATTERS ARISING / ACTIONS

Ref
Date of
meeting Matter arising/action

Update
Owner Complete (Y/N)

379 17/12/2019 Police forces being charged a court fee for applying for a
Domestic Violence Protection Order be raised with APCC

14/01/20 - M Buttery confirmed she has a telephone call
with the Chief Executive of the Association of Police &
Crime Commissioners (APCC) to discuss this later in the
week.  This may have already been raised nationally.
24/01/20 - M Buttery to supply more detailed information
and has aksed DCC Roberts for assistance.
07/02/20 - This is being processed nationally.

M Buttery

381 17/12/2019
The Commissioner would be shown a demonstration of the
Connect Partner

14/01/20 - This is currently being arranged.
07/02/20 - Briefing took place on 06/02/20.
DISCHARGE. ACC Poultney Y

383 14/01/2020
A report on the Serious Violent Crime Task Force and the
VRU be brought to a future meeting of the Board

27/01/20 - On work programme for meeting on 7
February 2020.  DISCHARGE.

T Forber /
M Clements Y

384 07/02/2020
S Morley would provide the stop and search positive
outcome comparisons for January.

20/02/20 - Added to the work programme for January
2021. S Morley

385 07/02/2020
A report around older victims of crime be brought to a Public
Accountability Board in 6 to 12 months' time.

24/02/20 - Added to the work programme for November
2020. ACC Forber 

386 07/02/2020
A report on Stalking Protection Orders be brought to a Public
Accountability Board in 12 months' time. 

24/02/20 - Added to the work programme for January
2021. ACC Forber
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PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY BOARD

10TH MARCH 2020

SOUTH YORKSHIRE POLICE PERFORMANCE AGAINST THE POLICE AND CRIME 
PLAN PRIORITIES

THEME: TREATING PEOPLE FAIRLY

REPORT OF THE CHIEF CONSTABLE

1 PURPOSE OF REPORT
To provide an update to the Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC) around progress 
against the treating people fairly priority of the Police and Crime Plan 2017-2021 to 
support the PCC’s overarching aim of South Yorkshire being a safe place in which to 
live, learn and work. 
The treating people fairly priority focusses on:
 A fair allocation of police resources for our communities
 Understanding and fair treatment of BAME and other minority communities by SYP and 

in the criminal justice system, including ensuring hate crime is properly recorded and 
investigated

 A workforce that is representative of South Yorkshire's population
 Fair treatment of staff through supporting a positive culture and organisational 

development
 Fair treatment for victims and witnesses of crime throughout the criminal justice process, 

including providing a quality and accessible restorative justice service
 A fair police complaints system

2 RECOMMENDATION(S) AND / OR DECISION(S) REQUIRED
The force recommends that the PCC considers and discusses the contents of this report 
and considers whether further assurance is required in relation to the progress made to 
meet the police and crime plan priority. 

3 PERFORMANCE SUMMARY ASSESSMENT
This report will present a brief summary of some of our work undertaken in treating 
people fairly in delivering the Police and Crime Plan.
A fair allocation of police resources for our communities
Work continues internally to consider the distribution of resources for the policing uplift, 
but this process will take some time and impact is not immediate. For any other change 
decisions, resourcing allocation for frontline delivery are reviewed within the business 
change programme in Business Change and Innovation. Work continues to understand 
the demand profile for colleagues in response and neighbourhood teams to ensure that 
resourcing decisions are taken with the best available evidence around the demands of 
the current policing environment. 
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Enabling an effective service across the South Yorkshire geography once resources are 
allocated is also a key part of ensuring resources are available and deployed in a 
focussed and effective manner. 
The deployment of new mobile devices and laptops to frontline officers is on track for 
completion by the end of the financial year, with Doncaster’s laptop implementation in 
early March 2020.  Mobile devices were deployed across the districts in a specific order 
and the laptops have been delivered in reverse; so whilst Doncaster will wait longest for 
the laptops, they were the first district to receive the new mobile phones. 
Once deployed, the work of the Mobile and Agile Board starts to ensure the technology 
meets the needs of the organisation, and exploits the potential use of applications and 
other capabilities within frontline delivery. This is to support officers in the daily delivery 
of services, moving to a situation where technology is seen as an enabler to delivery, 
rather than a frustration or a blocker. The Board also needs to ensure effective and 
efficient use of resources can be tracked and understood, to support the business 
benefits of the project. Superusers across all frontline areas have been identified who 
will assist in the smooth transition and ensure users are alive to the ongoing benefits of 
the new systems. 
Whilst the resourcing stream from the officer uplift programme will take time to deliver 
an increase in deployable resources, the force is ensuring that current frontline officers 
are supported by issuing these technology upgrades.  

Understanding and fair treatment of BAME and other minority communities by 
SYP and in the criminal justice system, including ensuring hate crime is properly 
recorded and investigated:
The Diversity, Confidence and Equality Board, chaired by Chief Constable Watson 
reviews the understanding within the force around fair treatment. In order to deliver a 
strong understanding the collection and extraction of relevant characteristics must be 
available for analysis. 
In June 2019, an inspection on police custody was carried out jointly by HMI Prisons 
and HMICFRS. The inspection was designed to review the force’s strategy, treatment 
and conditions, individual rights and health care within places of detention. Section 1.14 
of the joint inspection in June 2019 by HMICFRS and HM Inspectorate of Prisons 
positively found that SYP had a good understanding of the public sector equality duty 
and was one of few forces they had inspected that had a specific objective to monitor 
outcomes for detainees to ensure that they were fair and equitable.
The Inspection identified that the force needs to improve the recording of detainee 
ethnicity information within the Custody recording system. It was seen to be during the 
‘booking in’ process where the opportunity to collect this information was not being 
recognised, and this also included some further focus required to obtain accurate data 
regarding gender and age. At the time of the inspection, the demonstration of fair and 
equitable outcomes for detainees was not deliverable with the existing datasets. 
As a result of this inspection, the force commissioned a dashboard report, which allowed 
the management team to understand the level of recording on the specific demographic 
identifiers, and clear guidance within custody suites was provided to ensure there was 
an increase in data capture. The improvements have been seen in recording as 
required, and in January 2020, there were only 79 detainees in custody for which a self-
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defined ethnicity status had not been recorded (either as not stated or not recorded) 
which equates to 3.4% of the total number of detainees. Whilst not quite 100% capture, 
there has been a clear improvement when compared to January 2019, where 46% (867) 
of detainee ethnicity was unrecorded/not stated within the dataset. 
As a result of these improvements, the Board is moving to a position to be able to review 
and monitor the experience of people by their ethnicity (applying 16+1 ethnicity 
classification), aligned to Action 5 of the Equality Strategy Action Plan, which is to 
‘monitor detainee diversity to identify and tackle disproportionality in custody, bail and 
disposal’.
SYP does not want to detain young people where possible, and works to ensure that 
the most appropriate support is given throughout any necessary time whilst in custody. 
The board also reviews the treatment of juveniles in custody. The recording system can 
report on the number of juveniles who were refused bail and from those the number 
who the force requested secure accommodation for within the Local Authority. However, 
we cannot establish the number of these young people who were actually transferred 
out of custody to secure accommodation. As an interim position whilst an IT solution is 
delivered to accommodate this requirement, we provide reporting on all individuals, and 
identify the cases where the Local Authority was not contacted, to enable further local 
scrutiny to take place.  
The work for the reporting delivery now moves to support gender and sexual orientation 
characteristics. The monitoring improvements are subject to scrutiny from the Howard 
League for Penal Reform, who raise concerns over the volume of females detained 
within custody suites. 
As a result of increased scrutiny within the board and improvements to performance 
reporting, future datasets within local governance and accountability meetings will be 
introduced.  

A workforce that is representative of South Yorkshire's population
Definitions:

BME (Black and Minority Ethnic) – The sum of people who self-define their ethnicity as 
other than White British. Includes white non-British categories. Excluded are those who 
do not self-define. 
VME (Visible Minority Ethnic) – The sum of people who self-define their ethnicity as other 
than White. Includes the Asian, Black and Mixed categories only. Also excluded are 
those who do not self-define.
The national picture of the police service reports employment proportions of 6.9% BME 
representation, and 30.4% female representation. 
South Yorkshire resident population is currently 11.9% BME / 9.4% VME, and 51% 
female. 
Headlines from the recent workforce representation papers are:

 The workforce has increased this quarter across all sections except specials, 
demonstrating the current active recruitment potential to influence representation

 Whole-workforce diversity is increasing steadily against all reported characteristics
 Among Police Officers, the proportion of females has increased further, to a current 

peak of 33.8%
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 Proportions of BME and VME officers have retained from the previous high quarter 
representation of 4.9% and 3.8% respectively.

 There is a notable rise in the proportion of officers who have disclosed identifying 
as LGBT+ (2.1%), which may be linked to the recent publicising and relaunch of the 
internal LGBT+ network. Currently 35% of the workforce have disclosed their sexual 
orientation – it is not something the force captures as mandatory, respecting the 
privacy of our employees. 

 Response rates to religion / beliefs being disclosed stands at 60.9%, the majority of 
which identify as Christian (34%) or no religion (21%). 

 A reduction in staff volumes at pay-scale grades A and B is matched by an increase 
in volume at higher pay grades. This trend is accompanied by reductions in the 
proportions of male staff and increases in BME, VME and staff with disabilities. 

 Concerns are raised for the BME/VME officer representation at the rank of 
Sergeant, and in support of this, there is consideration to a removal of the initial pay 
point, thus ensuring the rank is more attractive financially in initial uplift. 

From the latest recruitment campaign, the January 2020 update reports:

 In each campaign, between 70% and 78% of candidates who register are able to 
meet the eligibility requirements. There is no clear relationship between candidate 
diversity and eligibility ratios. 

 The January 2017 campaign has a dropout / withdrawal rate that can be tracked 
throughout its steps. Withdrawal rates are uniformly high. Taking into account the 
lengthy duration of the procedure (between 6 months and up to 18 months for some) 
it seems likely that promising candidates are withdrawing to take up employment 
opportunities found more speedily elsewhere.

 The online tests remain a concern - consistently unfavourable impact upon BME 
candidates. The extent of impact varies: -0.8% in the January 2017 campaign, -
1.0% in September 2018, -0.2% in January 2019 and a weighty -1.3% effect in the 
September 2019 campaign. As an initial step in understanding this, the force is 
asking internal colleagues to undertake the online test to consider any immediate 
feedback on ease of completion. The findings of this will be brought to the next 
Diversity, Confidence and Equality Board. 

 While the SEARCH assessment is an unpredictable experience for candidates with 
diverse backgrounds, BME and female candidates consistently achieve improved 
pass rates at the interview step.

To date, every completed process step, across all campaigns, has improved success 
ratios of female and BME candidates. So long as this continues, SYP workforce diversity 
will continue to rise.

Fair treatment of staff through supporting a positive culture and organisational 
development
The force delivers several strands of work around internal culture and organisational 
development. Key elements here are linked to the force ‘values’ of Integrity, Openness, 
Fairness, Respect, Honesty, Courage and Teamwork. 
Within the new configuration of the People & Organisational Development department, 
there are a number of business partner roles currently under recruitment. One of these 
roles is for an Organisational Development and Culture Partner, which will support the 
strategic delivery across the force of future work.
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The Equality Hub has been set up to bring together the strands of smaller equality 
groups from across the force, and ensure the organisation has appropriate strength 
from this group as a voice within the key areas of decision-making. There are currently 
ten internal associations involved within the Equality Hub, with additional representation 
from trade unions, and the Police Federation, with patronage from ACC Lauren 
Poultney. 
The latest meeting in December acknowledged the current steps taken in the early 
stages of implementation:

 The voice into governance is being progressed with representation at the Tactical 
Change Board and the Joint Consultative Committee

 A law firm provider will be supporting the Equality Hub members with specific 
training in equality and inclusion in March 2020

 Scoping of a CPD (continuing professional development) event for the force to give 
an opportunity for a force-wide focus on inclusion. 

 Acknowledgement of the role of Equality Hub members in acting locally as 
ambassadors, such as to support leaders to consider the importance of equality and 
inclusion within local decision-making. 

In February 2019, The Police Foundation published its research report on police 
workforce wellbeing and organisational development. They found “…that despite 
pressures on public sector workers such as austerity and high workloads, there was 
evidence that wellbeing could be significantly improved if employees had a direct say 
on the changes made within their organisation and how these are managed.”
Internally we hold ourselves to the scrutiny of our employees for fair process and ethical 
decision-making. The Fairness and Ethics Committee, chaired by the Head of Legal 
Services, has developed a portal - an internal website - which enables anyone in force 
to submit to the committee an ethical dilemma, for which a response will be provided 
and recorded against. It also holds terms of reference for the committee / panel, and 
provides access to useful links such as the Code of Ethics document, or Professional 
Standards Intranet site. 
Examples of ethical topics discussed within the Ethics Panel and confirmed through the 
strategic committee include:

 What are the ethical considerations for officers policing locations where brothels or 
street prostitution occurs? 

 Should SYP officers and staff display support for PRIDE by being allowed to wear 
associated paraphernalia? Is it appropriate?

 What are the ethical/fairness implications for a policy around being able to locate 
police officers/staff whilst on/off duty?

 What are the main ethical/fairness issues around the use of Body Worn Video in 
SYP for police members and staff, and members of the public?

The scope of the topics is broad, and to support individuals in their understanding, 
training has previously been provided by Sheffield Hallam University on ethics. More 
recent work with university colleagues has brought consideration to the force of ethical 
guidance and principles by OPCC, for example in the use artificial intelligence to inform 
decision-making.
The Innovation Station, introduced in the previous update, was officially launched by 
Chief Constable Watson in February 2020. This platform supports the harnessing of 
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ideas in response to key issues identified at the level of force or department. The key 
questions at a force level are outlined below, although ideas outside of these can also 
be submitted:

 What can you do to improve our service?
 How can we empower all our communities to make a difference?
 How can we enhance our approach to problem solving across all areas of our 

organisation?
 What efficiencies can we make to reduce bureaucracy, wasted time and effort?
 How can we reduce our environmental impact?
 How can we embed partnership working and deliver services in a more integrated 

way?
 What will make South Yorkshire Police the service that people want to work for?
Delivery of workstreams from this approach will be reported in future updates. 
Fair treatment for victims and witnesses of crime throughout the criminal justice 
process, including providing a quality and accessible restorative justice service
SYP reviews our latest victim satisfaction survey data within the Complete Victim Care 
governance group. In the most recent quarter (October to December 2019), consistent 
with the previous quarter, 75% of victims were satisfied with the overall service provided 
by SYP. 

Attended incidents satisfaction was higher at 77%, non-attended incident satisfaction 
was 73%. Within the victim samples, the following satisfaction with overall service was 
reported: 

 Burglary (Dwelling) – 83%
 Vehicle Crime – 74%
 Vulnerable victims – 71%
 Hate crime victims – 65%
Hate Crime recording has increased in the most recent few years, with encouraging 
increases in reporting for most of the strand areas.
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Whilst increases are not usually considered positive, in an area such as hate crime, 
there is widespread under-reporting and the current volumes are considered a positive 
confirmation of victim confidence to report. The vast majority of hate crimes are public 
order offences (44%), but with no suspect identified in 32% of all hate crimes and a 
further 40% of cases without victim support to formal action being taken, there remains 
work ongoing to support the police response to hate crime victims further. 
Local hate crime coordinators are contacting victims and reviewing the feedback from 
any dissatisfaction with the service provided. Sergeants are also calling victims after 7 
days to ensure that the investigation is being appropriately progressed. It has been 
identified through audit scrutiny that numerous hate crimes were being sent to FCB for 
‘criming’ (the process of being recorded as a crime) before allocation to officers, 
resulting in a delay. Therefore, a new process has been introduced in December to 
ensure that hate crime incidents are scheduled for appointments, meaning that victims 
are seen by officers more quickly, increasing satisfaction and maximising investigative 
opportunities. Early evidence suggests that we are getting to hate crimes more quickly, 
and it is anticipated that this will impact on satisfaction levels, which should be 
evidenced from the end of February onwards.  
Burglary victims are often those most impacted by crime, and an area in which the force 
wants to deliver a reduction in volume. There has been a recent internal gold group, 
chaired by Assistant Chief Constable Tim Forber, to look at all areas of the process 
including response, investigation, suspect management, evidential collection and file 
build to support the identification of offenders and support to victims. This work is 
ongoing but includes consideration of the feedback from burglary victims, which will be 
reviewed to support any future changes in process. In January, 182 victims were 
contacted, of which 56 surveyed had been a victim of burglary. Whilst the volumes are 
small, an improvement in satisfaction was seen with 55 victims (98%) reporting they 
were satisfied with the service received. This is a significant increase in satisfaction from 
the Oct-Dec 19 level of 83% satisfaction.
In 2019, 70 outcomes were recorded on the system as being disposed of by restorative 
justice within the wider recorded area of Community Resolutions. There is known under-
recording in this field which is not a mandatory requirement for completion, and 
therefore the actual totals are considered to be higher. Districts are recently focussing 
on the accurate recording of restorative justice, and training has been delivered at Street 
Skills to officers from Remedi to ensure where victims don’t want to support more formal 
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action, there is an appropriate outcome for the offender. The relaunch of the Complete 
Victim Care approach next month will be seen to encapsulate this outcome delivery. 
A fair police complaints system:
The force was graded as GOOD by HMICFRS in September 2019 for Legitimacy and 
Outstanding for how well the force ensures its workforce behaves ethically and lawfully. 
Professional Standards Department (PSD) is responsible for managing all public 
complaints, and investigating all recordable conduct matters, against police officers, 
special constables and police staff. When complaints are reviewed, opportunities for 
learning are a key part of their delivery and these are presented quarterly to the 
Independent Ethics Panel to support effective scrutiny of force processes.
The department is working with Performance and Governance to set up an 
accountability mechanism to enable the force to improve how we capture and track 
Organisational Learning. Whilst highlighted by the management team in PSD, the 
potential benefits to other areas of the force (Legal Services, Training, Wellbeing, 
Information Compliance, Internal audits and assessments) has been acknowledged and 
the Deputy Chief Constable has approved the implementation of Organisational 
Learning within the existing governance structures. Work is underway to deliver this with 
a minimal administrative or bureaucratic burden, and enabling oversight support from 
the originating department. 
The Diversity, Confidence and Equality Board received an update from Professional 
Standards Department of an internal review of discrimination complaints. The findings 
were delivered from investigating officers, and their knowledge and skills in this area 
are seen to be progressing to a high level of expertise. Two officers were highlighted as 
exemplars of good practice in the way they probe and record efforts to reveal a 
complainant’s claim of discrimination, and their approach is being presented for 
potential use in future training within the profession at a regional level. 
One area of further work is in gathering feedback from complainants. This is dependent 
upon the permission being provided from complainants to use their email addresses for 
the feedback survey. An alternative approach is being considered whereby existing 
local IAG (Independent Advisory Groups) could be used to support feedback into the 
organisation. 
February 2020 sees the introduction of new police regulations for complaints and 
misconduct, which the force has been working to accommodate within resourcing and 
local demand understanding. The main impact areas of the regulations are:

 All complaints will need to be logged or recorded, and terms such as `repetitive` 
and `vexatious` will no longer apply 

 The Appropriate Authority will have to evidence that every complaint has been 
recorded and dealt with in a reasonable and proportionate manner 

 The threshold constituting misconduct will be raised, resulting in an increase in 
expected cases being resolved through early contact with the complainant, or by 
district or department support and intervention.

 The emphasis is on individual and organisational reflective learning as opposed to 
punitive sanctions. 

This will increase demands on the department, but resources have been increased to 
accommodate this, and future proactivity in supporting district learning are considered 
to be the focus of longer-term reductions in complaints. 
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4 FUTURE DIRECTION/DEVELOPMENT
Over the next 12-months, our focus includes:

 Support to frontline officers in the process and delivery of restorative justice, 
delivering positive outcomes for victims of crime

 continuing robust scrutiny around our complaints processes, and ensuring the force 
delivers against the HMICFRS recommendations

 delivering progress against our force Equality Objectives
 delivering a working process for delivery of Organisational Learning
 continuing to scrutinise victim feedback in support of improvements to our service 

delivery

5 COMMUNICATION PLANS / CONSIDERATIONS
None

6 EXCEPTION REPORTING
None

Chief Officer Lead: Deputy Chief Constable Mark Roberts

Report Author:  Tania Percy, T/Strategic Performance Manager
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PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY BOARD

10TH MARCH 2020

ROTHERHAM DISTRICT OPERATIONAL DELIVERY UPDATE

REPORT OF THE CHIEF CONSTABLE

1 PURPOSE OF REPORT
To provide an update to the Police & Crime Commissioner in relation to local 
operational delivery of the Police & Crime Plan in Rotherham, in accordance with the 
plan’s reporting requirements.

2 RECOMMENDATION(S) AND / OR DECISION(S) REQUIRED
The Police & Crime Commissioner is recommended to consider the contents of this 
update and consider whether and when further assurance or updates are required in 
relation to local policing and partnership working activities in Rotherham.

Chief Officer Lead: 
ACC David Hartley

Report Author:  
Chief Superintendent Una Jennings
Rotherham District Commander
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PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY BOARD

March 2020

SOUTH YORKSHIRE POLICE REPORT

ROTHERHAM DISTRICT OPERATIONAL DELIVERY UPDATE

Chief Officer Lead:
Deputy Chief Constable Mark Roberts

Report Author:
Chief Superintendent Una Jennings
Rotherham District Commander
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1.0 Rotherham District continues to develop, improve and go from strength to strength. Ten months 

on from the reconstitution of the local command team, March 2020’s Public Accountability 

Board provides a real opportunity to reflect, outline our ambition for the future and understand 

and plan for our key challenges.

1.1 As this report will outline, there is much to celebrate and much more to do. We will build on the 

momentum generated by our HMICFRS inspection and continue to solidify and develop the 

strong relationships we have with our statutory partners and third sector agencies in Rotherham. 

1.2 The shared vision sees us building a place in Rotherham where people want to live, work, study 

or visit. We will achieve this by effectively delivering on our police and crime plan, keeping 

people safe by fighting crime, tackling antisocial behaviour and protecting vulnerable people. 

This accompanied by a clear emphasis on continually seeking to improve the way we police so 

that our communities can have trust and confidence in us, is at the core of what we do. 

1.3 Whilst we will always look to learn from and be sensitive to our past, our focus in Rotherham 

Borough Command is on the present and  future, ensuring we do all we can to support and 

encourage safe resilient communities and creating a place, we are proud of.

1.4 Our report pivots across five key headings: Performance, perception, place, partners, people and 

processes.  It will illustrate the changes evident since the last reporting period, our plans for the 

next six months, whilst articulating our key challenges and opportunities

Introduction
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2.0 Satisfaction: Ensuring victims of crime feel satisfied by the service we provide is a priorty.  During 

the last number of months, Rotherham introduced a re-invigorated approach to the way we treat 

those unfortunate to become victims of crime.  Increasingly, we are seeing through the Force User 

Satisfaction survey, that our victims are recognising our improving service.  Our Satisfaction 

Improvement Plan drives activity across the District’s functions and our excellent, Force leading 

attendance times no doubt contribute to this progress.  

2.1 Having consistently tracked below the force average for nearly 2 years there has been marked 

improvements since April 2019 whilst this quarter has seen Rotherham move above the force 

average and move from worst performing District Command to best in force. 1 With our attended 

crime satisfaction rates tracking at 80%, this means that 4 out of every 5 people we deal with 

are more than satisfied with the service we provide. 

Figure 1 Victim satisfaction levels – Force Survey
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Victim satisfaction 

2.2 Response times: A real area of focus for improvement was the speed of our response to both 

immediate and priority incidents. As the graphs below highlight, the average time taken by 

Rotherham officers (green line) to attend emergency and priority incidents between the 3rd 

March 2019 and January 2020 noticeably tracked above the force average and the performance 

of its peers on a consistent basis thus establishing Rotherham as a noticeable outlier across the 

period. Whilst our response times are now starting to level at or around the 10 minute mark in 

1 Quarter ending Jan 2020 Rotherham District 77% satisfied all crime. 

Performance 
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the last 3 calendar months, Rotherham District has achieved an 89% achievement rate on 

emergency response times ( 1555 of 1745 calls for service ) a full 21% above force average for 

the same reporting period.2

Figure 2 Emergency Response Times

2.3 In terms of priority incidents, the improvements from April 2019 – November 2019 have proved 

sustainable and over the last 3 calendar months, as figure 3 evidences, Rotherham has achieved 

94% of all priority calls for service on target, i.e. in less than 1 hr (2368 of 2524 priority calls for 

service). This is a full 40 % above the force average at 57% for the same reporting period. 3

Figure 3 Priorty Response Times

2 17.02.20 – 17.12.20
3 Ibid
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2.4 The data tells us that since we introduced a 24/7 resource management sergeant, Rotherham 

has consisently tracked well below both the force average response times for both emergencies 

and priorities and consistently below the average response times experienced by its peers in 

force. This has now been accepted as best practice across South Yorkshire Police, and our 

District has been instruemntal in leading force level improvemnets improvements based on 

this methology evident as each District Command unit across recent months as illustarted in 

figure 4.  Rotherham continues to set the pace in this area. 

Figure 4 Force level trends Priority incidents  

2.5 The service we provide to victims of Domestic violence in Rotherham have improved 

dramatically in the last year. This means that our victims of such an emotive and damaging crime 

within our families, neighbourhoods and communities lives are now better protected than ever 

before in Rotherham.

2.6 Our new approach has had significant impact. Rotherham has moved from the position of worst 

performing District to a district tracking well above the force average in relation to how 

proactively the district is policing domestic abuse. This is best evidenced by considering our 12-

week average arrest rate, which has improved from 32.5 % (12 weeks ending 15th May 2019) to 
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68.8% (12 weeks ending 17th of February 2020).  Our 12-month average arrest rate has 

improved from 29.3 % in May 2019 to 43.3 % February 2020, now best in Force. 

Figure 5 Monthy Comparsion Rotherham 

2.7 Unsurprisingly, our outstanding domestic abuse (DA) suspects have also dramatically decreased 

by some 63%. Each day there is a focused review of each of our DA suspects and targeted arrest 

based on necessity principles. Resources are used from across the District portfolio to locate 

these suspects, some of whom are longstanding, whilst others have been committed just hours 

before and need to be located quickly. We understand the link between a timely response, arrest 

and success in relation to victim focused outcomes. This is covered further in the next section. 

Figure 6 Outstanding Domestic Abuse Suspects Rotherham 
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2.8 Having had notable successes responding to some of our most venerable victims of crime, 

sustaining, and building on the improvements made in 2019, our focus turned to improving the 

quality of the investigations we were conducting. This has seen a step change in our outcomes 

and whilst it is early days, we are confident we can maintain this huge improvement in outcomes 

for victims. This has seen our action taken rate track twice the force average at 29.6% for the 

last 12 weeks. 4 This means, that almost 1 in every 3 crimes we investigate in relation to 

domestic abuse has a positive outcome. A positive outcome is a charge supported by the crown 

prosecution service, a caution or for the lower level offences a community resolution with or 

without restorative justice. 5

Figure 7 Outcomes 1 – 8 Domestic Abuse 16 week trends
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2.9 As evidenced below (Figure 8) this has resulted in achieving an improvement of some 12% in 

relation to the same reporting period November 2018 – January 2019, compared to November 

2019 – January 2020. An improvement made all the more significant when for the same 

reporting period outcomes remained static for the remaining Districts in South Yorkshire police 

or indeed decreased. 

4 29.9 % Rotherham v Force Average of 16.8 %
5 53% of all our DA results in outcome 1-8 or outcome 22 
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Figure 8 Outcomes 1 – 8 proportions year on year comparisons  

2.10 As a result of the early success we have had in this area, we have identified some quick lessons 

which have been proactively shared at force performance day at the beginning of February 2020 

and since then via personal one to one seminars in the other Districts across SYP. The impact this 

is having across all remaining three Districts is immediate and evidenced at week 15 below

Figure 9 Outcomes 1 – 8 Domestic Abuse 17 week trends all Districts  
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2.11 This improvement in outcomes correlates strongly with a significant reduction in victims 

withdrawing support for prosecutions, Rotherham Districts 12 week average sitting at 29 % 

compared to a force average of 53 %, which again speaks to the improvements in our victim 

lead approach.  

Figure 10 Outcomes 16  Domestic Abuse 17 week trend victim withdraws support
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2.12 It is difficult to disaggregate the impact that the joint approach established in Rotherham District 

between Rotherham Rise, a local charity and our domestic abuse process team has had. In our 

last public accountability board, we explained how we had been successful in bidding for and 

securing 30k of additional funds to establish a collocated team. Which means, that for every 

victim of domestic abuse in Rotherham, we provide a secondary visit from a qualified support 

worker. This is a unique offering in South Yorkshire based on academic research reference the 

impact on secondary visits on recidivism flowing from Cheshire Constabulary. We are hopeful we 

can build on, maintain this provision, and seek support for independent evaluation. There is no 

doubt that it has had an impact on the support services we are able to offer in relation to their 

timely provision and suitability. This has resulted in a significantly different impact of the Force 

adoption of outcome 22 (essentially DVPN’s / referral to inspire for change) in Rotherham v 

other Districts. We seem to be able to react quicker. Very few of our victims of domestic abuse 

in our District, of whom we have contact with, do not leave our care in a better place. We are 

proud of that.
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Figure 11 Outcomes 22 Domestic Abuse 17 week trend 

2.13 The next area we will be seeking to improve on will be our ability to dynamically identify repeat 

victims of domestic abuse locally and tailor a problem-orientated response to dealing with these 

very vulnerable people with our neighbourhood teams and partners in an empathic way. This 

and improving our satisfaction rates in domestic abuse cases, especially with our male victims, 

which seems to track lower than we would expect. We have self-diagnosed some vulnerability in 

relation to satisfaction our victims have with the follow up we provide. Our assessment is that 

this is in part due to the demand that we have loaded on the front end of our investigations 

around arrest and effective processing of the suspect. We now need to build capacity back into 

our complete victim care, without losing pace on the improvements thus far detailed. 
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3.1 Local priorities remain consistent: burglary, speeding vehicles and drug related criminality.

3.2 Residential burglary is amongst what matters most to our residents and we have undertaken 

significant work to reduce crime and target offenders. In the months October to January, 

Rotherham saw a 23% year on year reduction in residential burglary, equating to 169 fewer 

crimes. This contrasts with a 7.9% increase across the rest of the force. Rotherham district 

proactively target offence patterns based on a crime pattern analysis and our recent focus was 

placed on identified hotspots during the winter based on trends around seasonality 

3.3 January 2018 saw exceptionally high demands in respect of burglary offences since 192 offences 

recorded in that month alone. This was largely based around seasonal crime trends. In a bid to 

prevent a repeat of the same trend this year, increased patrols and community engagement were 

put in place around high crime areas. The result of this was 63 fewer offences, equating to a year 

on year reduction of 32.8%

3.4 Our local burglary governance process part of our daily business. The success of our model is based 

around quickly identifying our areas of highest demand and matching this against our known 

offenders. These are then subjected focus encompassing supportive management from our 

Offender Management Teams, information gathering from our Intelligence department, 

enforcement, disruption from our uniformed, and CID assets. 

Perceptions
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Figure 12 Tracy’s Story 

3.5 Op Shield: Having already piloted Operation Shield in Swinton, where we saw 1966 addresses 

visited and 787 smart water kits issued, Rotherham District spent the last few months expanding 

this operation into a number of other communities. This includes Rawmarsh, Kimberworth, Boston 

Castle and Dinnington.  6

3.6 We have completed the roll out Op Shield in Rawmarsh where 2157 premises were visited, 797 

smart water kits have been issued, 1357 leaflets have been dropped and an additional 542 

residents have been signed up to neighbourhood alerts. In Boston Castle (specifically Broom) 1239 

addresses have been visited and 563 issued. This has seen a further 439 people signed up for 

neighbourhood alerts. In Kimberworth 1060, addresses were visited and 534 premises have been 

issued with kits while in Dinnington over 759 addresses have been visited by North Neighbourhood 

6  Figure 13
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Team and so far, 402 kits have been issued. Additional funding is being sought to roll out this 

process in Wales and Kiveton. 

3.7 In addition to this, during late January 2020, the Central Neighbourhood team have 300 kits and 

50 signs for the town centre as part of a wider operation to drive down acquisitive crime in both 

retail outlets and residential addresses. So far, 106 residential premises have been visited, and 

target hardening advice given to commercial premises with the support of a DOCO. With the help 

of RMBC, ten street markings for Op Shield have been put in place. Now the neighbourhood team 

have put in place additional patrols, supported by TSG and mounted. Of note, this has seen the 

successful arrest of seven prolific SAC nominals (Brailsford, Howson, Howells, Parker, Smith, 

Baldwin, and Jalam)

Figure 13 Op Shield

3.8 The operation’s aim is to target harden addresses in potentially vulnerable areas and create a fear 

of committing crime in those localities amongst would be offenders. A comparison of the three 

months prior to the operation being launched to the following three months shows the following 

effect on volume of recorded offences: Rawmarsh 12.5 % reduction; Dinnington 31.3 % 

reduction; Wingfield 40 % reduction.  Boston Castle continues to present a challenge to us, which 

is largely because this ward is also home to the town centre. For this reason this the use of Smart 

water and Operation Shield is now being increased to incorporate the town centre and several of 

the businesses there.  
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3.9 We have supported this renewed focus on residential burglary through a reduction in our response 

times. We have moved from a high (mean) in May 2019 of nearly 24 hrs (highest in force) to 

consistently for the last 3 months below 1 hr.  Rotherham has moved from the worst performing 

District to now working significantly above the force average in relation to the timely manner in 

which we respond to residential burglary victims as evidenced below.78

Figure 14 Burglary Response times

3.10 Unsurprisingly, this work has led to an exponential increase in local people’s satisfaction with the 

service we are providing. Having tracked consistently below the force average for the last 2 

years, Rotherham saw a change of trend in and around July 2019 correlating with the above.

3.11 From this point, Rotherham District has evidenced sustained improvements with 85% of victims 

surveyed November 2019 to January 2020 being satisfied with the service we are providing. 

Figure 15 Burglary Satisfaction. 

77 
8 A District Doncaster. B District Barnsley. C District Rotherham. K District Sheffield. 
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3.12 Burglary outcomes are again a positive story for Rotherham District and the unsurprising 

correlation between the effective management of our offenders through action taken and the 

decreases evidenced in Residential Burglary and then latterly commercial burglary. For the last 

reporting quarter, we have tracked around twice that of the force in relation to outcomes 1- 8 

at 11% and improvement of some 4% on the same time last year. 

Figure 16 Burglary Outcome rates 

3.13 Drug related crime affects and exploits some of the most vulnerable people in our community. 

This criminality in Rotherham invariably stems from both the criminal enterprise of organised 

crime gangs and the impact of drug use locally on communities, families and individuals. 

3.14 Tackling organised crime in Rotherham, has been achieved in partnership with a range of agencies 

under the stewardship of Detective Chief Inspector Martin Tate. Although DCI Tate is now leaving 

Rotherham for pastures new, his work and processes are being picked up by his replacement, 

T/DCI Knowles. The local organised crime partnership board meets monthly to discuss current and 

emergent issues.
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3.15 This partnership has a core membership that includes the Safer Rotherham Partnership, Social 

Services, Probation Service, National Crime Agency, DWP, and Youth Offending Teams.  The 

strategic objective is to use all available resources to target those preying on the vulnerable and 

to provide intervention and support for those trying to escape organised crime. Operation Fortify 

is the national Police brand for targeting organised crime and Rotherham has a designated and 

effective Fortify team. They provide targeted and sophisticated focus to our more problematic 

criminals. They are proficient at working with specialist resources and organisations such as the 

National Crime Agency, HMRC, Border Force, DWP, and Immigration. In recent months on one 

OCG alone they arrested prosecuted four members of the group following a protracted 

investigation, and in doing so recovered £25,000 cash, significant quantities of class A drugs, and 

seized five vehicles. 

Some of the other results from the period between October and January includes:

 13 people charged with conspiracy to supply drugs

 3 arrests for trafficking for the purposes of CCE

 1 person charged with possession of a taser

 £6000 seized under Proceedings of crime legislation following conviction for possession 

with intent to supply. 

3.16 Neighbourhood Policing Teams continue to play an important role in the targeting and disruption 

of organised crime gangs. The North Neighbourhood team currently has POP plans against an 

identified OCG in their area, and is working against a plan to reduce the impact from the PSB, an 

OCG in the neighbouring Doncaster district. Similarly Central Neighbourhood Team are working 

with the district pro-active teams to target an OCG that operates in and around Eastwood, and 

have built this into their wider plans to tackle ASB and drugs within this area. In December, this 

neighbourhood team saw great success when it executed search warrants at two addresses in the 

Eastwood area. They recovered over 150 cannabis plants from two addresses and arrested an 

Albanian national with links to an Albanian OCG. This man had been previously been found in 

cannabis cultivations in different parts of the country. The Central Neighbourhood Team put 

together a case for the CPS to review and he has been charged and remanded into custody. He is 

awaiting trial.
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3.17 The neighbourhood teams continue to deliver Operation Alligator – the operational name for pro-

active policing operations in our communities.  Teams target particular areas and the themes that 

matter the most to our communities. The operations include focus on alcohol licensing, drug 

misuse, off-road bikes, speeding ASB and violence.  Over the past six months, our three 

Neighbourhood teams have led a number of these operations.  Cumulative results, just from these 

specific operations, include:

 24 drugs warrants executed.

 6 passive drug dog operations in licensed premises.

 Over 87 vehicles seized or removed in conjunction with partners such as DVLA.

3.18 Furthermore, between August 2019 and January 2020, the three neighbourhood teams have 

conducted 737 stop searches for drugs and weapons in support of their work to deal with drugs, 

ASB and violence within their communities. Rotherham’s neighbourhood teams will continue to 

work proactively to deal with issues raised by the community.  

4.1 Our Safer Neighbourhood Service based at Riverside House is now well established. Their work is 

focused on supporting some of the most vulnerable members of our community.  The team has 

police missing from home co-ordinators, Hate Crime coordinators, and vulnerability specialists 

who work alongside partners such as drug and alcohol treatment services, housing officers and a 

senior mental health nurse. 

4.2 Their work can be illustrated by the example of a 30-year-old female who regularly called police 

threatening suicide, often standing over bodies of water threatening to drown herself. This was 

naturally resource intensive for police, fire and ambulance services. Such was the demand that she 

contacted the police 26 times in just over 10 months during 2019. The SNS reviewed the case and 

utilised the SNS based Mental Health worker and a plan was devised with a consultant psychiatrist. 

The female herself was engaged throughout the process and through this intervention; calls for 

service were drastically reduced to only one further call for service. 

4.3 The embedded mental health worker has allowed the partnership to problem solve around 

habitual high risk missing people, in some cases eradicating further missing episodes. This 

approach has ensured that those in crisis are signposted to the right service at the right time 

Partners 
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reducing the demand placed on SYP and partnership resources. The information sharing 

between the partnerships has been instrumental in the safe recovery of a number of vulnerable 

members of our community and assisted in numerous positive outcomes for victims. 

4.4 The partnership has collaborated on 384 mental health incidents since early 2019. 96 of these 

being missing people. These are just the police incidents and if you include incidents from 

Housing and Social care then the total is 512. The mental health nurse has completed 132 face-

to-face assessments because of referrals into the SNS.

4.5 Stop Search: The improvement in Stop and Search seen in the previous quarter is maintained. 

Despite a number of challenges around flooding, critical incidents and high-risk missing people, 

our officers have maintained high numbers of stop searches in relevant areas of reported crime.

Figure 17 Stop Search volume and conversion rate 

4.6 Stop and Search continues to be an effective tool in detecting and preventing crime. It may have 

been expected that the positive outcome rate may have suffered a decrease with an increase in 

the numbers of stop and searches, but this has not been the case. The positive outcome rate has 

maintained at around a conversion rate of around 20%. This is in line with the rest of the force 

and demonstrates that we are utilising an intelligence led approach to stop and search and that 

we are searching in the right areas. We have not had a single complaint in relation to anyone 

being stopped and searched within our District.
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4.7 Our Stop and Search Scrutiny Panels, which monitor S & S submissions and provide feedback to 

our officers who have submitted these searches have now been aligned to our Independent 

Advisory Group and will develop further with time and attendance. 

We have also undertaken work in relation to disproportionality in Rotherham and have mapped 

the areas where stop searches are taking place to our local communities. Our staff have been 

trained in unconscious bias and are aware of the need to legitimately search people whom they 

have grounds to search. 

4.8 Speeding remains a priority for the district neighbourhood teams.  “Operation Slow Down” is our 

response to community concerns around speeding vehicles. Targeted operations take place 

across the District, and is supported by Community Speed Watch (CSW), using volunteers, police 

officers and PCSO’s from our Neighbourhood Policing Teams. By way of an example, Central 

Neighbourhood Team have conducted 31 Op Slowdown deployments in the past six months. This 

resulted in 4218 vehicles being checked, with 183 identified as travelling in excess of the speed 

limit. All those travelling within approximately 10% of the speed limit receive a warning letter. 

The work that the team has conducted has identified a particular area of concern and the team 

have secured the services of the mobile speed van throughout February 2020 in order to deal 

with this emerging issue. 

Figure 18 NPT Speed Check  

4.9 Social media messaging plays a key part in the continuing success of these operations. All of the 

teams post updates on social media, in particular twitter, where responses from the public 

regularly determine the next location to be addressed. Significantly, this is also forms part of the 
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regular neighbourhood team newsletters sent out on email to key stakeholders, and to the public 

via neighbourhood alerts. (See below)

Figure 19 NPT North News letter   

4.10 Engagement: The district understand that engagement with the public is a key component to 

improved public confidence.  The command team at Rotherham continue to identify innovative 

ideas to reach the wider public, and deliver the positive stories South Yorkshire Police has to 

offer.

In terms of social media, Rotherham Neighbourhoods team followers on Facebook and Twitter 

continue to grow with over 16000 followers on Facebook and over 6200 on Twitter. 

Figure 18 Social media profiles   
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4.11 Over the last three months, the volume of Facebook and Twitter posts have increased, with over 

1100 twitter and Facebook messages across the three neighbourhood teams providing the public 

with operational updates, appeals and crime prevention advice. This represents three times more 

Twitter posts published across each account compared to the preceding three months.

We know the value of listening to what our communities say and how, through good 

communications, through keeping people updated upon how we are policing their areas of 

concern or interest, we can influence their confidence in policing.  Our neighbourhood teams have 

all now been trained in the use of Alerts Plus. In terms of users, we have the following: 

Central – 1865 (Growth of 741 = 40% increase)

North – 2498 (Growth of 598 = 24 % increase)

South – 2970 (Growth of 410 = 14% Increase)

Engagement through Op Shield and as part of the weekly drop ins the teams have seen an 

opportunity to expand the public sign up to Alerts. We are pushing this as a medium and 

understand the value of quality messaging with this particular media. As a result, the teams have 

now devised a weekly update that is sent out on alerts. This provides the public with a short precis 

of their neighbourhood team’s activities and broadly cover the public priorities of Burglary, drugs, 

ASB and speeding.  

Figure 19 NPT Central News Letter   
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5.0 Rotherham is a borough, which covers 110 square miles with a population of 270 thousand 

people. The most significant demographic shift that we, in Rotherham Command are preparing 

for, is the increase in our over 65 year’s cohort, an anticipated 18 % increase in the next five 

years. Understanding the needs of this group and responding to them is a key part of our 

developing strategic plan with our local authority, both around how we effectively engage, 

reassure and protect. 

5.1 Our black and ethnic minority population doubled between 2001 and 2011, and is increasingly 

diverse, our largest ethnic group being our Pakistani residents however our fastest growing being 

our local Roma Slovak residents.  This, alongside the fact that less than 50% of those of working 

age who live on the borough work in the borough is informing and influencing how we are 

choosing to engage with local people. Assisted most notably in the coming months, with the 

change to our local neighbourhood policing teams shift pattern alongside our increasingly 

nuanced engagement strategy. 

5.2 The most significant aspect of the place-based analysis affecting our local policing provision is 

the link between crime and inequality. Over a third of the children living in Rotherham live in 

poverty, we sit 5% below the national average for unemployment and remain in the top 16% of 

the most deprived areas in the UK. We continue to support our local Economic Growth Plan, 

which will see an additional 10 thousand jobs in the borough by 2025.

5.3 Crime demand in Rotherham accounts for 19% of overall force crime demand.  Recorded crime 

has remained stable across the last reporting period, showing seasonal increase comparable to 

that in 2017/2018.  

Place 
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 Figure 20 Crime demand

5.4 Community cohesion and integration, remains a real focus for the District. Naturally, there 

remains a cognisance of national events such as Brexit and locally the National Crime Agency (NCA) 

investigation, Operation Stovewood, and the impact these can have on community tension. More 

recently, the attendance of Britain First at a number of Rotherham Mosques caused some 

significant worry for the local community. The district responded well with a detective led 

investigation and Central Neighbourhood Team has been at the forefront of engagement with the 

local community and all of our mosques. We now have a dedicated member of this neighbourhood 

team aligned to each mosque and the impending anniversary of the New Zealand terror attacks 

will present the team with further opportunity to provide some reassurance to this community. 

5.5 It can be seen from a report that officers and staff contribute significantly to Rotherham’s 

Performance across the District, however it is equally important to recognise the outstanding work 

done by individual members of our community who are brave, courageous and selfless in their 

actions to keep our community safe and look after our most vulnerable. As a command team we 

seek to celebrate these individuals and encourage increased social capital and community 

cohesion, here are just a few examples:
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5.6 Alana Habergham-Rice: Invited to Rotherham Police Station by Chief Superintendent Una Jennings 

for tea, cake and a Chief Superintendents Commendation. Having won the ‘Young Volunteer of 

The Year’,

At Rotherham Community Achievements Awards. Alana bakes cakes for people, who are identified 

by local communities, often coming because of tragic circumstances, loneliness or a vulnerability.   

As a volunteer, Alana brightens up the lives of so many with care and kindness, combining cakes 

and caring, sharing love and compassion with those who most need it, setting a perfect example 

to her young school friends, and the rest of our community.

5.7 Mr James Morton: Invited to Leaders away day to accept a Chief Superintendents Commendation, 

have some lunch and talk with our teams.  
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In the early hours Monday 16 December 2019, James and wife were awoken from sleep by a 

burglar, stood in their bedroom. James confronted this male who left, with no personal gain, and 

indeed apologised for breaking into their home. James actions were a true expression of his quality 

and public spirit, epitomising the sentiment of Robert Peel, the father of modern policing, that 

`the police are the public and the public are the police’. We do not encourage people to place 

themselves in danger, we instead pay tribute to those in the community, who in no doubt consider 

themselves ordinary people and yet have performed extraordinary acts of bravery.

5.8 Emma Hadfield- Hudson Invited to Leaders away day to accept a Chief Superintendents 

Commendation, have some lunch and talk with our teams.  

Emma, while working over the last three years as a lecturer within the Thomas Rotherham College, 

has been a strong advocate of Rotherham’s Partnership approach and commitment to educate 

young people about hate crime. Over the past three years Thomas Rotherham College have 

embraced this, more than any other educational establishment. The college have undertaken 

various initiatives as means to augment hate crime awareness. This year every staff member and 

student have signed a pledge signifying that they agree to take a stand against hate or any form 

of extremism and to report any such incident.  The pledges are displayed in the college’s main 

reception, which is incredibly impactive.

5.9 Further funding has secured the services of REMEDI, a provider of Restorative Justice, to develop 

interventions with suspects in all forms of Hate Crime and they delivered a series of workshops 

aimed at young people, which raises awareness of, and consequences of hate crime. It also 
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promotes sources of support for victims of hate crime to encourage an increase in reporting.  So 

far over 1000 young people have been reached via this group work and 25 young people reached 

via one to ones. This work continues. 

5.10 Independent Advisory Groups: Rotherham values its Independent Advisory Group and the 

support and challenge that our IAG chair provides. Recently there was a media campaign and 

messaging to promote the IAG, describe its value, and to expand its membership. The group last 

met at the end of December and considered presentations on Use of Force, Stop Search and the 

Prevent programme. These subjects demonstrate the intention to be transparent with the public 

and the group will meet again in March. We are fortunate to have a group that is well engaged 

and has the confidence to challenge and question our processes and approach.  

5.11 Demand Reduction: Incident demand has continued to reduce across Rotherham in line with Force 

reductions. Of particular notes are the reductions seen in demand from the hospital and in the 

volume of missing from homes.  The district has recorded and investigated 472 missing person 

incidents between October 2019 and January 2020. This is the lowest number of missing from 

homes across all of the districts. This is in stark contrast to the 828 missing persons recorded 

during the same months the previous year, Oct 2018 to Jan 2019, which represents a 43% 

reduction. 

Figure 21 Missing person trends Rotherham
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Figure 22 Missing Person Demand- Rotherham Oct 2019 – Jan 2020. 

5.12 Much of this is down to the work under taken by the missing from home officers aligned to the 

Safer Neighbourhood Service. They have taken a problem solving approach to missing episodes 

and have developed strong relationships with partner agencies, such as children’s services, adult 

social care, drug and alcohol services and mental health teams to work through solutions for 

those vulnerable to missing episodes. Of particular note, the team develop trigger plans for the 

most vulnerable, which are used to good effect by police if the person goes missing again.

5.13 Demand reduction work was carried out at a care establishment that created the majority of the 

missing demand within the Rotherham district.  This establishment housed an individual who was 

the most frequent missing from home, who at times posed a significant risk.  MFH coordinators 

worked with the individual, building up relationships with them and diminishing any bad feeling 

between them and the police that had been brought about by previous interactions.  They also 

educated the establishment and embedded in them the definition of a missing person and 

standard actions that should be carried out by them, prior to reporting to the police.

5.14 This particular individual had a total number of 33 missing episodes between Sept 2018 and Sept 

2019.  From Sept 19 to the present day, 4 missing episodes relating to this individual have been 

recorded.  This is a significant reduction due to the intervention of the MFH coordinators within 

SNS.

5.15 Another area of high demand are those high risk missing people deemed at risk of suicide or 

serious self-harm. We adopt a true partnership approach to these individuals engaging with our 

colleagues from the mental health service. We currently have a Senior Mental Health nurse 

attached to the SNS who works ‘hand in glove’ with the missing coordinators. The direction is that 

a joint visit is undertaken with a view to conducting a joint risk assessment / return home interview 

for those reported missing at risk of suicide. Either they are then appropriately signposted to 
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statutory services or we utilise a number of third sector organisations such as Andy’s Man Club, 

Men in Sheds and Rotherham Rise to address Domestic Abuse. These cases are then reviewed at 

appropriate intervals for consideration of further intervention. The engagement data is retained 

by the SNS.

5.16 Further demand originates from Rotherham District General Hospital. The reports generally 

revolve around patients absconding prior to treatment. Working in partnership with colleagues 

from health and security management from RDGH, we have implemented a collaborative missing 

person’s policy. This policy has seen a 20.68% reduction in the reports of missing people year on 

year and a 50% reduction year to date. This policy will continue to develop but the early signs are 

very good.

5.17 Traditionally, Rotherham District General Hospital had been a consistent hot spot for public safety 

risks and demand.  By forming collaborative relationships with hospital leaders, we have together 

problem-solved and re-designed our working relationships.

5.18 To illustrate, we liaise regularly with the RDGH site manager and security staff and now they utilise 

their own powers of dispersal from hospital grounds. The SNS manager and Hospital security 

manager meet monthly to review demand from the previous four weeks and to review decisions, 

demand and quality assure each incident response. The approach means that demand at the 

hospital remains low and when compared to Northern General, Doncaster Royal Infirmary and 

Barnsley District General, Rotherham District Hospital (shown in red below consistently remains 

the lowest for police demand. 
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Figure 23 Hospital Demand

5.19 Rotherham continues to make use of a Public Space Protection Order (PSPO) for the Town 

Centre, which has reduced incidents of street drinking and ASB. Supported by drug and alcohol 

misuse workers, and housing officers the Central neighbourhood team PCs and PCSOs conduct 

sweeps of the town centre to address issues of homelessness, and vulnerability. Where instances 

of aggressive begging are found, the officers make use of enforcement powers for those who 

persistently offend.

5.20 Based on the success of the PSPO for the Town Centre, a similar order for Eastwood is now in 

place (September 2019). This covers issues of noise, businesses keeping a clean/tidy curt ledge 

ASB and street drinking. This is part of a wider partnership approach to crime, ASB social and 

environmental issues in Eastwood. Currently the neighbourhood team supports housing and 

environmental officers with joint patrols where there has been much success in terms of positive 

action around fly-tipping, use of anti-social vehicles, drug use, noise nuisance and anti-social 

behaviour. By way of example, between December 2018 and January 2020, the joint teams have 

seized over 20 uninsured or anti-social vehicles, 8 PSPO enforcement notices, 28 council 

community protection notice warnings for waste, and 22 fines for fly-tipping. 
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5.21 So far, the Rotherham East Ward, of which Eastwood is a significant part, has seen a steady fall 

in crime and ASB since September 2019 with a 31% fall in overall crime. The Eastwood Deal and 

associated POP plan is a good example of a partnership approach to problem solving across a 

number of agencies including police, street pride, social care, mental health services, RMBC 

housing, and drug and alcohol services. The focus on this area will continue into the spring of 

2020. 

5.22  Licenced premises can create risks to the wider community around anti-social behaviour and 

violence, and can be a source of demand for all emergency services.  Within the SNS service, 

we have a dedicated licencing officer who works proactively with RMBC Licensing partners and 

the licensed premises to minimise the impact they may have. The Christmas period, for example 

saw an increase in licensing checks and joint visits from SYP and RMBC to deal preventatively 

with issues before they arise. This was supported by dedicated patrols for the night-time 

economy over key dates over Christmas and the New Year. The result is good working 

relationships with those managing the licensed premises and a reduction in demand for YAS 

and SYP. 

5.23 Further examples of this proactive approach can be found in the case of the Rustic Tap PH. 

RMBC staff had information to suggest that this PH was operating in breach of its licence and 

following an SYP test-purchase operation which was failed by the premises, the licence is now 

subject to amendment and will be going to formal hearing in March 2020. Further to this, the 

Horse and Jockey PH had seen a series of incidents where there was disorder outside the 

premises. Following direct intervention from the joint licencing team, the premises licence has 

now been varied with eleven new conditions, including a stipulation that door staff are present 

during opening hours. 
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5.24 Repeat vulnerable victims. (RVVs)  The Safer Neighbourhood Service continues to play a vital 

role in the assessment of and allocation of RVVs. These are allocated to a dedicated officer 

within the relevant neighbourhood team. When an incident takes place involving one of our 

RVVs, it triggers further action from the officer dedicated to the individual.  When our search 

identifies someone who is potentially an RVV but not recorded as such, we trigger a home visit 

for assessment.  

5.25 In February 2020, we have completed a review of our current processes around vulnerability 

assessments and now understand that there are some challenges faced by officers making use 

5.1 Ward Meetings: There are twenty-one wards across the District, each of which are serviced 

by a Community Action Partnership (CAP) meeting. These Meetings are monthly, with a non- 

prescriptive structure, determined by the Chair (locally elected member), and attended by 

RMBC Neighbourhood Officers and police officers/PCSO’s. These meetings identify local 

priorities, plans to address priorities, they receive and action local intelligence, ensuring 

information/cases are allocated appropriately. CAP Meetings are also used to feedback into the 

community on local issues. 

5.26 RMBC and Rotherham District have three co-located teams across the District. These teams are 

located at Riverside House, Rawmarsh Police Station and Maltby Police / Fire and Rescue 

station. The teams are made up of police officers, PCSO’s, housing officers, ASB officers and 

licencing officers. The teams are subject to a weekly area based tasking process chaired by an 

Inspector or equivalent council manager. Information provided within the tasking process may 

have been escalated from a CAP meeting, or have been provided by police/RMBC/partner.

5.27 Community MARAC: A weekly meeting attended by RMBC, housing, health, mental health, 

police and probation. Accepting this is a weekly meeting, it can be called together at short 

notice, and is used as a point of escalation for more challenging people, who are often 

vulnerable and in need of support. There have been 78 hearings such hearings between April 

2019 and Jan 2020.

5.28 Central to the model is the Safer Neighbourhood Service. They support some of the most 

vulnerable members of our community, and provide knowledge and expertise around ASB 

legislation.  The team has police missing from home co-ordinators, ASB officers, Hate Crime 
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coordinators, and vulnerability specialists who work alongside partners such as drug and 

alcohol treatment services, housing officers and a senior mental health nurse. 

5.29 Since the neighbourhood teams have become embedded, the district has seen a steady decline 

in ASB. The investment in neighbourhood policing will continue and over the next 12 months, 

ten more PC posts will be created in the district’s neighbourhood teams.9

Figure 24 ASB Demand

6.0 Outstanding suspects: Rotherham District prioritises the risk posed by those suspects outstanding 

and actively sought by the Police.  In September 2019, Rotherham has seen a 61% reduction in 

outstanding crime suspects from May 2019.  We have maintained and improved this position 

seeing a reduction of 65 %  in the last 10 months from 485 in May 2019 to just 177 week ending 

21.02.20.  These individuals are suspected of being involved in an offence and need further 

investigation to eliminate or prosecute. They are not those formally circulated as wanted by the 

9 See figure 24 

People 
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Police, they are nominals who need to respond to an allegation.  That reduction in demand has 

allowed efficiencies in other areas and a better understanding of outstanding risk. 

Figure 15 Outstanding Suspects Rotherham District
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6.1 Rotherham is also becoming increasingly efficient at the time it takes to locate a suspect. There 

are now only 2 suspects in the district that are outstanding over 12 weeks old. Individuals are being 

eliminated, arrested or circulated as wanted far more efficiently.

Figure 16 Outstanding Suspects over 12 weeks.
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6.2 This focus repeats across both our wanted suspects and high-risk suspects as illustrated below. In 

May 2019, Rotherham had 92 outstanding high-risk suspects. In September 2019, Rotherham had 

18 high-risk suspects, a decrease of 80%. This is maintained through the last quarter, tracking 

currently at just 19 high Risk suspects outstanding. 

Figure 17 Outstanding High Risk Suspects
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6.3 Rotherham District’s long-term sickness absence figures have seen a dramatic reduction since 

June 2019, and has consistently sat below both the national average (4.6%) for police officers and 

the force average (4.6%) for the last quarter.  This is attributed to a strong focus on the detail of 

the District’s open absence cases at the weekly Command Team meeting, with follow up 

discussions at the weekly Resourcing meeting to ensure that regular welfare contact is being 

provided to all.  HR support is provided to ensure a detailed plan is prepared of how to support 

each individual and action being taken where necessary.  The introduction of ‘the Bridge’ is also 

playing a significant role in officers returning to work in a timely manner as it provides a supportive 

environment for those who might otherwise have felt unable to return to operational duty. As of 

week ending 21.02.20 Rotherham District Command had only 6 police officers absent from work 

of the stark contrast to the rate of 8.3 % in April 2019.
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Figure 18 Police Officer Absence
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6.4 Proud to Be Rotherham. This program of work has been the single biggest contributory factor 

to our success across Rotherham Bough Command in the last ten months. The clue is in the 

name. It is about pride. Every single day that our officers come to work in Rotherham, they are 

changing people’s lives. They are a force for good in this county. They are something to see. It 

saw every single member of our team, all 370 police officers and staff commence a wellbeing 

program designed to reconnect them with the sense of pride they had to serve in South 

Yorkshire Police. It saw us each, from Pam our cleaner, our front desk staff, to our command 

team take part in a full day emersion workshop exploring our values, our legacy for South 

Yorkshire Police, personality profiling and neuro linguistic programing.  We have just completed 

phase one. The feedback has been overwhelmingly positive. 

6.5  Phase 2 of Proud to be Rotherham has seen us proactively identify and begin structured 

development of some of our key talent across the District. It has seen us identify our ‘super stars 

programme.’ They get a hand written letter from the command team and an invite for a 1-1 

session with our coach Hannah Bell. In this, she helps them map out their goals professionally 

and personally for 2020, set clear targets, milestones, and build on the NLP commenced in the 

initial sessions. Bespoke classes developed by Chief Inspector Foster help our teams pass the 
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technical exams at sergeant and inspector rank. The confidence this dual approach has instilled 

has been amazing to watch. We are now a net exporter of talent, seeing three of our inspectors 

move into roles as the Chiefs Staff Officer, Strategic Development Unit, and the central team 

tasked with developing the approach taken in Rotherham around incident resolution at a force 

level. We have supported some very junior in service officers to take the next step.  From our 

Temporary Detective Chief Inspector Andy Knowles, to Acting Detective Inspector Janine 

Broughton to Temporary Inspector Stuart Bolero – we are shaping a generation of leaders for 

SYP that will see us through the next 20 years and beyond. 

6.6 Phase 3 of Proud to be Rotherham sees the launch of our ‘Proud to lead’ development 

programme a bespoke offering for our first line supervisors. It will build on the lessons learned 

from phases 1 and 2, revisit our servants pledge and commitments made. Reinforce their 

commitment to lead and to take responsibility for their team. Maintain the momentum 

generated by phases 1 and 2. The entire program will be a rolling development programme over 

the course of 2020, clearly branded with the end goal being pride. We see this as a key enabler 

not just around how people behave in work (motivation) but equally importantly how the feel 

about their work (morale). We know that our teams are proud to wear their uniform and 

convinced by their personal ability to change people’s lives it will help to regulate how we 

behave; it will raise expectations of and for themselves, and when mistakes happen, in good 

faith, it will allow them to be resilient, learn and recover quickly.  
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6.7 This is supplemented by a real investment in our estate. Our teams needed to be able to see the 

difference made manifest. We had a limited budget so focused on ‘identity,’ developing ours as a 

bough command within south Yorkshire. We did a number of simple things – they have had a 

huge impact:

1. Colour coded each floor of our station so it is readily identifiable with a function e.g. response.

2. We have mounted our crest on every wall – we are proud to be South Yorkshire – we want to 

celebrate it. 

3. Took pictures of our teams – our station is lined with photographs of people who actually work 

there.

4. We have created a break out space for our staff; it is comfortable, clean and feels like their 

space. They are delighted with it and take special pleasure in that the pods for their new coffee 

machine are purchased once a week by the District Commander

5. We had a festive food van – a local craft food artisan who came in for each of the 4 weekends 

before Christmas and gave our cops on Friday and Saturday night shifts turkey burgers and mince 

pies 
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6.8 We had our first Remembrance Day service with the entire station party, our veterans and police 

Chaplin on Monday the 11th of November 2019. This was a very special day for the station party 

as a whole 

6.9 Rotherham Improvement Group – The RIG has been set up with a number of representatives 

from across the district to monitor and implement issues that are causing decreased productivity 

or challenges to welfare. Again, this ranges from the purchase of laptop chargers and cabinets, to 

the request for a new response car! The group meets on a quarterly basis and has a direct line to 

Ch. Supt Jennings who can authorise, or otherwise, the requests which have been considered at 

the board.
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7.0 A transformed business cycle in Rotherham District command is having a significant impact on 

both the pace and quality of investigations. There is a rhythm and cadence to what we do that 

everyone across the District now recognises and is familiar with. Each meeting is carefully time 

limited; none extends for more than 1 hr. The agendas a set are complementary so that the key 

priorities for this District are reinforced twice a day, every day across a 24 7-business cycle. A 

number of key variables are also measured at these natural pivot points, twice daily for e.g. 

missing persons, response times, arrest rates, deployable strength. Because as a command team 

we have a discipline around what we require. Our officers know what matters to us and come 

prepared.  The old adage ‘expect what you inspect’ has never been truer than it is now in 

Rotherham. We expect the very best from our teams and very often, unsurprisingly, get it. 

7.1 Our daily cycle commences at 0700 hrs when a member of the command team attends the 7 am 

brief with our response teams. It gives us the opportunity to talk to them in person about what 

matters locally and set the tone for the day. 

7.2 At 0830 hours, our Daily management meeting takes place. We review the previous 24 hours and 

set clear priorities for the next as well as examining demand, resourcing and performance across 

key indicators such as response times. It lasts 30 minutes. 

7.3 Every day at 1530 with a daily grip meeting. This maintains focus and pace across the 24/7 

business cycle and is manifestly continuing to increased capacity as officers are clear on the 

‘levers’ required to move through the gears of district demand. A member of the command team 

and last 15 minutes chairs this. In the next 6 months, it is our ambition that our inspectors will 

lead these meetings. They are match fit and ready for the stretch and it is important to us as a 

team that we start to devolve decision making towards the front end of our hierarchical 

command structure. We trust our people to make the right decisions. 

7.4 Our approach supported by the architecture of weekly pacesetter meetings, one per week per 

portfolio, from Crime to NPT. A suite of performance packs and products that allow dynamic 

accurate tracking and a command team meeting once per week to review, monitor and 

constructive challenge where improvements are required. Such has been the success of our 

Processes
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approach it has been replicated across the other 3 Districts, in support of their own performance 

management approach and cycle.

7.5 We support this rigour with monthly leader’s away days. These days see us muster as a command 

team every officer and staff member in Rotherham above the rank of Inspector. We leave the 

police estate and go into our communities, from our university, to our town hall to our local 

hospital – the concept is getting our leaders out of the work environment and into Rotherham. 

They are very well attended, as we fundamentally believe that taking time 12 times per year as 

a team to review and recalibrate as well as to form strong relationships are key enablers of our 

continued success. We know from lived experience, the more ‘skin we have in the game’ the 

better we will play. Understanding what motivates each of us, why we serve and our individual 

strengths and weaknesses have been essential enablers around our performance and wellbeing. 

The peer-to-peer reinforcement and challenge is one of the most powerful ways to sustain and 

build on performance improvements thus far realised.  

7.6 Despite the dramatic increase in performance, response teams have not had any more resources 

or an uplift of staff. We as a district track approximately 12 % below establishment, the highest 

of any of the 4 District Command Units by some margin, illustrating again the increased 

capacity we have been able to realise by a consistent grip and focus on the areas of business 

that have most impact. We are relentless around our ‘marginal gains’ a great example being at 

handover points which occur 3 times in our response cycle. We are relentless around our 

attention to detail at these key choke points. On any given day you can evidence our officers on 

duty, briefed, and on the active queue in a much more efficient way than our peers. We 

estimate that it allows us to gain somewhere in the region of 2 hrs 15 mins advance on any of 
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our peer Districts on any 24 hr cycle which is 10 % extra capacity in deployable resource.  In 

support of the above, and as an additional opportunity to increase District numbers, the 

Command Team have been actively encouraging officers who have retired or about to retire, to 

come and work at Rotherham. Officers with good performance, experience and limited sickness 

have been approached to come into a number of roles across the District. These include 

established posts, some of which are linked to missing from home investigations and 

neighbourhood policing roles. The roles also include a bid for growth against posts aimed to 

improve the quality of investigations, and not currently embedded in South Yorkshire Police e.g. 

Evidence Review Officers and CID/PVP Officer Managers.  To date eight officers are actively 

seeking employment in Rotherham against these positions. The District see this as a real positive 

for wider recruitment. 

Submitted Respectfully

Chief Superintendent Una Jennings 
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PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY BOARD 

OF THE SOUTH YORKSHIRE POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER 

10TH MARCH 2020

REPORT OF THE CHIEF CONSTABLE  

PROJECT NOVA 

AUTHOR OF REPORT / CHIEF OFFICER LEAD: Insp Dave Struggles / ACC Hartley 

  

1 PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 

To provide an update to the Public Accountability Board on Project Nova.
 
 

2 BACKGROUND 

In July 2019, South Yorkshire Police reaffirmed its commitment to honour the Armed 
Forces Community by signing the Armed Forces Covenant.  There are over 150,000 
veterans and their families who live across the county and unfortunately, some may be 
negatively impacted by military service.  In delivering the covenant, South Yorkshire Police 
has focussed on a number of threads including engagement, recruitment, wellbeing and 
veteran vulnerability. 
 
Part of the work to reinforce the Covenant pledge was to deliver a presentation to 
uniformed police officers and Atlas Court staff at Street Skills. 
 
The aims of the session were:-
 
• To provide knowledge of the Armed forces community within South Yorkshire and the 

SYP commitment to the Armed Forces Covenant. 
 
• To brief SYP colleagues on the vulnerabilities that exist within the Armed Services 

veteran community.  Many veterans experience problems with Mental Health and 
PTSD, alcohol and drugs misuse, homelessness and domestic abuse. 

 
• To provide information and support to colleagues on support services available such 

as the Armed Forces police officer cohort and specialist partner agencies such as 
Project Nova, Walking with the Wounded, the Regular Forces Employment Agency 
and other organisations. 

 
A total of 54 briefing sessions were held, reaching over 1100 police officers and support 
staff. 
 
As a result, the force has a better understanding of the veteran community and the 
potential risk and vulnerabilities that may exist.  Staff are now enabled to provide improved 
and effective support to veterans in times of crime or crisis.  Clear and effective lines of 
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communication are in place to key partner organisations and the systems are already 
showing an increase in veteran referrals (see Appendix). 
 
Project Nova supports veterans who have been arrested and enter Police Custody.  It also 
supports veterans who have been referred by police colleagues or other statutory 
organisations, because they are at risk of arrest. Launched on 1st July 2014, it is delivered 
as a partnership between Regular Forces Employment Agency (RFEA) and Walking With 
The Wounded (WWTW). Project Nova has operated in South Yorkshire Police area since 
2016.  The two agencies have worked tirelessly to implement and develop an effective 
partnership.  Capitalising on the experience of ex-services officers and employees has 
been key in understanding the risks and vulnerabilities within the veteran community.   
 
The focus has always been on those who adversely come into contact with the criminal 
justice system.  The relationship between Project Nova and South Yorkshire Police has 
evolved and is now an established and effective partnership that continues to deliver a 
high number of referrals.  Project Nova continue to provide vulnerable veterans with 
bespoke, immediate support and counselling to many who are often in crisis or facing 
complex difficulties, setting them on the road to recovery sooner.  South Yorkshire Police 
and Project Nova ensure follow up engagement and support to veterans with interventions 
and support with housing, employment, drugs and alcohol counselling and mental health 
crisis support.   
 
It is estimated that 11% of the population of South Yorkshire is a veteran or direct 
dependant equating to over 150000 people from the community.  To date we have seen 
over 300 veteran referrals to Project Nova from South Yorkshire Police.  In 2019 alone, 
the number of referrals totalled 179. 
 
This work is invaluable in helping reduce the risk of crime by reoffending and protecting 
vulnerable veterans and their families.  Referrals from South Yorkshire Police and 
subsequent engagement with Project Nova has shown a significant reduction in 
reoffending when compared to the general population.  Much of this is due to the proactive 
and positive efforts of this partnership. 
 
 

3 RECOMMENDATION AND DECISION REQUIRED 
 
The PCC is recommended to note the report. 
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SOUTH YORKSHIRE 02/2019 – 01/2020 
 

 

TOTAL REFERRALS RECEIVED 2019 (278)
185
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Cases Closed in period & reason (Police & L&D Referrals)
129

40

6 19 2 1 6 19

Not qualifying: Not qualifying: Not qualifying: Did 
not serve Not UK services Out of Area

Completed Declined 
Support

Disengaged Inappropriate referral

2019

No Contact Support Not 
Required

 
• 40 pathways completed in 2019 • 54 clients currently engaged with Project Nova 

 
 

  

 

Full time, 24%
Not able to work, 5%

Part time, 3%

Retired, 3%
Self Employed, 8%

Unemployed, 57%

Employment status of those engaged
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At home with parents, 
13%

Homeless, 6%

Owner / Occupier, 17%Rented, 48%

Shelter, 3%
Sofa Sleeping, 10%

Supported Housing, 3%

Accommodation status of those engaged

 
 
Mental Health? 
 

• 44% of those engaged reported having mental health problems 
 
REFERRALS MADE TO PARTNERS AND OTHER ORGANISATION TO ADDRESS ASSESSED 
NEEDS (245) 
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PROJECT NOVA FEEDBACK (To Jan 2020) 

How helpful did you find the initial 
contact from the Project Nova 
team in Birmingham? 

How helpful did you find your 
Project Nova coordinator's 

advice and subsequent 
actions? 

Do you think Project Nova 
helped you in your time of 
need? 

Row Labels Count of ID Row Labels Count of ID Row Labels Count of ID  
Extremely helpful 
Helpful 
Not at all helpful 
Slightly helpful 

81% 
4%
7%
7%

 

Extremely helpful 
Helpful 
Not at all helpful 
Slightly helpful 

70%
22% 
4% 
4%

 

Not really  11%
Very much so 56% Yes, it 
helped 33%

 

Were you satisfied with how 
quickly you met in person with 
your Project Nova coordinator? 

Do you think Project 
Nova's interventions 
influenced the court's 
sentencing? 

Would you be willing to tell 
your story or provide a quote 
so we can promote Project 
Nova to other people who 
need us? 

Row Labels Count of ID Row Labels Count of ID Row Labels Count of ID 
Extremely 81% Moderately 

11% Not at all 4%
No 7% Not applicable 74%
Yes 11%

Slightly 4%

 

(blank) 7%

No 48% Yes 52%

    
Project Nova staff do a fantastic job, which is very demanding, and their intervention will no doubt enable 
a lot of ex service personnel to regain control of their lives. 
Helpful but not sure at all why was recommended to me as no criminal activity 
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What a brilliant service. Only been involved with Nova for a few days and I feel much 
better already. Excellent people. 

Thank you from the bottom of my heart for all your help 
 

cannot answer 1 question as not happened yet i like the wonderful way that Project Nova takes on 
a new client and there attention to detail and personal contact is above the call of duty :). Thanxs 
Not at the moment only recently been involved with project 

 
I don't think there is any think that project nova needs to change 
You don't need to improve anything as you gave me my life as I don't think I would be here today without 
your help so thank you to everyone there. 
what service? 
After going to SSAFA and one more I gave up there was to much to do get this bring this it just when on 
and on so now I will have to work it out myself sorry 

I received amazing support from Caronne and subsequently Stef from Step together. 
I would like to pass on the help I received so if you would like to use my case or have me attend 

any talks The person in question has been very helpful and put me at ease Lisa is a credit to project 
nova. 

 
Project Nova have been in touch from the office and I have received a visit fro. One of the field 
coordantors. The following conversations seem to be very positive, I am now just waiting to see if 
anything discussed comes to tuition 

 
 
 
OUTCOME STAR 
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PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY BOARD

10TH MARCH 2020

REPORT BY CHIEF EXECUTIVE AND SOLICITOR

SERVICES FOR VICTIMS OF CRIME

1. PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

To provide an overview of the commissioning and assurance work carried out 
by the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner (OPCC) in support of 
victims of crime.  

2. RECOMMENDATIONS 

To note the contents of the report and comment on any matters arising.  

3. COMMISSIONING LOCAL VICTIMS’ SERVICES 

3.1 Section 1 of the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 Act requires 
police and crime commissioners (PCCs) to secure the maintenance of an 
efficient and effective police force for their area. Police forces are key service 
providers and most of the policing and crime budget for an area is provided to 
the police force.  PCCs have discretion to invest in crime and disorder reduction 
activities1 from their main police grant in respect of their responsibilities for 
community safety in their area. In addition, since October 2014, PCCs also 
have the responsibility for commissioning local victims’ services2.  PCCs 
receive grant funding from the Ministry of Justice (MoJ) to facilitate this.

3.2 In South Yorkshire the PCC consolidates the funding received from the MoJ 
Victims Fund, Home Office Early Intervention Youth Fund and additional 
funding from the Partnerships and Commissioning Budget to create a ‘Victims 
of Crime Fund’.  The total of this fund for 2019/20 was £2.9m.  

3.3 The PCC uses this funding to commission a number of services to support 
victims.  These are set out below: 

 Adult Sexual Assault Referral Centre Service (contract)
 Victim Support Service (contract)
 Independent Sexual Violence Advocate Service (contract)
 National Crime Agency – Operation Stovewood, non-recent child sexual 

exploitation - Independent Sexual Violence Advocate Service (contract)

1 Under the Crime and Disorder Act 1998
2 Under the Code of Practice for Victims of Crime, 2018; and EU Victims' Directive (2012/29/EU)
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 Services to support victims of Domestic Abuse (contract/grants - co-
commissioned/co-funded activity)

 Restorative Justice Service (contract - co-commissioned activity)
 Child Sexual Assault Assessment Service (contract - co-

commissioned/co-funded activity)
 Early Intervention Youth Fund Activity (grants)

3.4 The Early Intervention Youth Fund activity provided grants to fund two projects, 
a tri-borough (Barnsley, Doncaster and Rotherham) project and a stand-alone 
Sheffield project both aimed to help address child criminal exploitation by early 
intervention. This element of the fund ends at the end of the financial year. 

3.5 The PCC co-funds activity with other partners. This includes local authority 
partners, to co-commission and contract manage services to support victims of 
domestic violence, and NHS England to maintain sexual assault referral 
services.

4. VICTIMS CODE OF PRACTICE

4.1 The Victims’ Code of Practice sets out the services victims of crime can expect 
from the police and other criminal justice agencies from the moment a crime is 
reported to the end of a trial in court.  The code explains victims’ entitlements 
and includes details about the extra support available for some victims in 
special circumstances, such as children or victims of the most serious crimes.

4.2 In April 2019, the Local Criminal Justice Board (LCJB) in South Yorkshire 
commissioned an assurance assessment of criminal justice agency compliance 
with the Victims Code of Practice in order to better understand the areas for 
improvement within the criminal justice system and how these could assist 
victims of crime. Understanding the journey of a victim, and listening to their 
voice and those of the services supporting them is an integral part of the work 
within the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner (OPCC).

4.3 In May 2019 the MoJ requested all PCCs (and their offices) to work directly with 
LCJB partners (including Police, Crown Prosecution Service, Courts and 
Probation) to review compliance against the following five entitlements, viewed 
by victims as the most important:

 Victims being informed at key stages of a case (including; arrest, bail and 
charge)

 Referrals to organisations supporting victims of crime
 Regular updates on case progress
 Victim personal statements: are they taken and is their use communicated 

to victims
 Victim contact scheme (VCS): to provide eligible victims with to opportunity 

to take part in the  VCS enabling victims to be kept updated at key stages 
of an offenders sentence (where an offender receives a sentence of 12 
months or more)
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4.4 The work outlined in paragraphs 4.2 and 4.3 above entailed looking at in 
excess of 200 cases across multiple crime types and included criminal justice 
journeys that varied both in terms of the investigation length and the outcome. 
The work, co-ordinated by the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner 
(OPCC), encompassed engagement with victim support organisations and 
victims.

4.5 A summary of the key findings of this work are set out in Appendix A to this 
report.

4.6 From this work a number of suggested areas of focus which were shared with 
criminal justice agencies, both individually and through the Local Criminal 
Justice Board, in order for them to then identify suitable recommendations.  
Progress against the areas of focus and subsequent recommendations will 
continue to be monitored through existing governance mechanisms including 
the LCJB. 

4.7 Suggested areas of focus whilst not exhaustive included:
 Agreement of a contact “contract” with victims at the earliest opportunity. 

Once agreed ensure this is adhered to
 Ensure clarity of communication with victims: avoid abbreviations and 

explain criminal justice language “what does it mean to the victim”
 Ensure consistency of referrals to victim support organisations within the 

timeframes specified within VCOP
 Explore opportunities where appropriate to revisit the offer victim support in 

cases where a victim may have initially declined the service offer. Ensure 
victims are aware of the self-referral route and the referral mechanisms 
illustrated in the victim booklet

 Use of scrutiny panels and focus groups to capture the views of the victim
 Early identification of special measures for victims and witnesses which 

might include giving evidence by video link instead of in a court, giving 
evidence behind a screen in court or having support from a registered 
intermediary. Early capture of special measures for vulnerable or intimidated 
victims can be crucial in helping them give their best evidence. 

4.8 Criminal justice partners continue both individually and collaboratively to ensure 
victims receive the best service possible service provision and there is 
evidence of continued focus on meeting the needs of victims. 

4.9 South Yorkshire Police continue to remain focused on Complete Victim Care 
(CVC) with some examples of the continued work undertaken including: 

 Key victim entitlements under VCOP are monitored and reviewed within 
the reporting framework, the governance of which is delivered within the 
CVC Governance Group
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 Review of system opportunities to assist with supporting VCOP 
adherence, and where possible providing greater insight for automated 
local assurance.

 Whilst the force has in place a number of local / force level scrutiny panels, 
these are subject to continued development and aim to be linked to the 
public / victim voice

 Continued focus on keeping victims informed throughout the SYP process, 
maximising learning locally from the victim satisfaction survey. 

 Consider support from OPCC in delivering victim focus groups in 
conjunction with key learning requested from CVC group / arising from the 
action plan delivery. 

 Ensure all victims are provided with a VPS booklet (national) during the 
process of their investigation. 

 Ensure victims are provided with a victim booklet containing details of the 
officer in charge of their case and supporting information covering the 
victim entitlements contained within the Victim Code of Practice

5. FUTURE WORK

5.1 The OPCC will continue to commission and monitor services that support 
victims of crime, including VCOP compliance and the agreed improvements 
identified in this report.

5.2 Listening to the views of victims and survivors is key to understanding and 
ensuring services are designed to meet their needs.  More work in this area will 
be a priority for the PCC and OPCC during 2020/2021.

Report authors/ designation:

Sharon Baldwin / Evaluation and Scrutiny Officer, OPCC 

sbaldwin@southyorks-pcc.gov.uk

Erika Redfearn / Head of Governance, OPCC

eredfearn@southyorks-pcc.goc.uk
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APPENDIX A

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Entitlement 1: Informed at key stages 

This entitlement is based on ensuring a victim is in receipt of written 
acknowledgement of their crime report (this could be in the form of a text, letter, 
email or could be written by hand) as well as receiving updates at key stages of an 
investigation which may include the arrest of a suspect, a charging decision and the 
investigation outcome. This may not be applicable in all cases where victims may not 
wish to pursue the crime, may have safety needs which determine a tailored 
approach or may opt out for other reasons.

The assurance assessment found that:

 Compliance in relation to both initial contact and key stage updates including 
arrest, bail and charge was good. Of the cases subject to dip sampling, there was 
evidence that 85% had been updated at key stages

 Further work was needed to ensure that victims were I receipt of written 
confirmation of their crime inclusive of a named officer for contact purposes 
should they have any queries

 Timeliness of communications with victims is key. Victims want clear, timely and 
accurate information regarding their criminal investigation

 Very few victims take up the offer of the Victims Right to Review (VRR) 

Entitlement 2: Referrals to organisations supporting victims of crime

 Overall, submissions to victim support organisations were timely. Further work 
was required to ensure all victims of crime consenting to support were referred in 
the required timescales

 A referral to victim support organisations can be made at any point of a victim’s 
journey, either via a professional or a victim self-referring to a support service. 
Opportunities to revisit available support with victims should be seized by 
professionals

 Accurate and timely data capture is necessary inclusive of victim consent and 
where applicable in the case of some vulnerable adults and all victims under the 
age of 18 it is essential to capture safe parent/responsible adult details in order to 
ensure prompt referrals

Entitlement 3: Regular updates on case progress

 Whilst overall compliance in relation to victim updates was good, victims continue 
to report the need for timely contact as essential
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 The assurance work highlighted cases where victims were contacting SYP for 
updates

 Agreeing a contact schedule with a victim at the earliest opportunity, helps to 
manage the victims expectations

 Victim contact needs to be meaningful. It may be that even in the event that there 
is little by way of an update on a case, the victim would still value contact from an 
officer

 Victim updates can play a crucial role in keeping victims engaged

 The assurance work highlighted a multitude of reasons for investigation delays, 
many of which are outside the direct influence of criminal justice agencies

Entitlement 4: Victim personal statement (VPS): is the VPS taken and is its use 
communicated to victims

The VPS is a victim’s opportunity to explain the impact the crime has had on them 
and is an important and valued entitlement

 VPS compliance was good in cases where an early written statement was 
obtained, with a need for consistency across all case types

 VPS in almost all cases reviewed was captured at the earliest point of 
investigation. Where an amended VPS is obtained later in the investigation, the 
effects of the crime may be better understood and the VPS can play a key role in 
assisting the court in assessing the harm caused to the victim by the offender

Entitlement 5: Victim contact Scheme (VCS) informing victims when an 
offender is released under the VCS

 Some good multi agency practice in cases of bereaved relatives with Family 
Liaison officers working closely with the Probation service in relation to the VCS 

Victims with enhanced entitlements

 The assurance work highlighted good evidence of detailed narratives on special 
measures applications for vulnerable victims

 Further focus required to identify the need for special measures at the earliest 
opportunity (Special measures for victims might include giving evidence by video 
link instead of in a court, giving evidence behind a screen in court or having 
support from a registered intermediary)
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PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY BOARD 

10 MARCH 2020

REPORT BY THE PCC’S CHIEF EXECUTIVE AND SOLICITOR

POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER DECISIONS

1 Report Objectives

1.1 This Report is to provide the Public Accountability Board (‘PAB’) with a record of key 
decisions taken by the PCC outside of this Board since the last PAB meeting.

2 Recommendations

2.1 The Board is recommended to note the contents of the report and to comment upon 
any issues arising.

3 Background

3.1 The Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 sets out the functions and 
responsibilities of the PCC.  

3.2 The Elected Local Policing Bodies (Specified Information) Order 2011 sets out the 
requirements of the PCC to publish information about decision-making.

3.3 The PCC has a Framework for decision-making by both the PCC and those 
exercising delegated authority on behalf of the PCC.  It details the arrangements put 
in place to enable the PCC to make robust, well-informed and transparent decisions, 
and hold the Chief Constable to account.  This Framework is currently being updated 
to accurately reflect the Commissioner’s revised arrangements around decision 
making.

3.4 Decisions taken by the PCC will primarily arise from discharging his statutory 
functions and are likely to include, but not be limited to, the following areas:

 Collaboration/partnerships
 Strategic Direction
 Governance, including policy
 Budget setting
 Commissioning
 Capital programme spend
 Asset requisition/disposal

4 DECISIONS

4.1 The PCC has made 61 decisions in 2019/20.
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4.2 Between 23 January 2020 (the date of the last report) and 2 March 2020, the PCC 
has made the following decisions to draw to the attention of the Public Accountability 
Board.

4.3 Commissioner’s Community Grant Scheme 2019/20 – Panel Recommendations 
January 2020

The Commissioner’s Community Grant Scheme for 2019/20 enables non-profit 
organisations to apply for funding of up to £5,000.  

The overall Community Grants Scheme budget for 2019/20 amounts to £120,000.

Proposed activities must address one or more of the PCC’s strategic priorities as set 
out in the Police and Crime Plan.  Funded organisations have to show compliance 
with terms and conditions including the submission of monitoring information at 
agreed milestones.

In January officers considered and assessed five applications for funding with a total 
value of £23,421.50 and recommended three applications for approval.  

The PCC considered the panel recommendations on 29 January 2020 and agreed to 
fund the following four bids with a total value of £18,421.50.

Organisation Project Recommended Funding

Disability Sheffield Hate Crime Workshops £4989
North Doncaster 
Development Trust

Junior PCSO Scheme £4232.50

United in Sport UIS Community Gym £5000
Ad Astra Barnsley CIC Holiday Provision for 

February Half Term
£4200

£18,421.50

Further information about individual grants can be obtained by contacting the Office 
of the Police and Crime Commissioner at info@southyorkshire-pcc.gov or 0114 
2964150.

4.4 A log of PCC decisions can be found on the PCC’s website at https://southyorkshire-
pcc.gov.uk/openness/publications/.  There are a number of PCC decisions which we 
are unable to publish for reasons such as, being commercially sensitive, 
operationally sensitive or, they involve ongoing criminal proceedings (this is not an 
exhaustive list).

Report Author: Sally Parkin
Designation: Governance and Compliance Manager, OPCC
Contact: sparkin@southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk
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Independent Ethics Panel Exception Report 

  Exception Report Report Author

Chair of the Independent Ethics Panel

Date of the ReportIndependent Ethics Panel

2 March 2020

Urgent: No
Security Classification Official

Exceptions

The Independent Ethics panel (IEP) assists the Commissioner in understanding the progress being 
made in delivering the ‘Fair Treatment’ strategic priority of his Police and Crime Plan. The Panel last 
met on 25 February 2020.

Reports to the Independent Ethics Panel – exceptions for noting

Serious Violent Crime Task Force

The Panel received a detailed presentation from ACC Forber and Insp J Hunt on the Serious Violent 
Crime Task Force, which runs in parallel to the Violence Reduction Unit. 

The Serious Violent Crime Task Force is funded from Home Office ‘surge’ funding provided to 
forces worst affected by serious violence. The Task Force has a core of officers and encourages 
strong local ownership of issues. There is a focus on a visible police presence in crime hotspots, 
particularly those where young males are at risk of becoming victims.  Activity is targeted and 
intelligence led.

Complaints

Acting Chief Inspector R Hammond, and E Redfearn, together with J Wheatley, who is the IEP’s 
lead member on complaints, provided an update on the reforms in the handling of Complaints. 

The Police Integrity Regulations 2020 came into force on 1 February 2020.  The Panel was 
reassured to hear that some of the initial concerns around resources had been resolved.  SYP is 
currently recruiting a Detective Inspector and two members of police staff to strengthen the capacity 
of PSD, while the OPCC has a seconded member of PSD staff in place to assist with the PCC’s 
new powers to carry out reviews. None had been requested at the time of the IEP meeting.
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Independent Ethics Panel Exception Report 

The only issue encountered so far has been in relation to the IT system which required an upgrade, 
but this has now been completed.

Mr Hammond reported his initial impression that the new system will enable PSD to deal with 
complaints more quickly - dealt with by the Department rather than having to be sent out to Districts. 

The IEP will continue to receive regular updates and monitor progress, and Mrs Wheatley plans to 
dip-sample some complaints.

In answer to a question from the chair, the Panel was also briefed by the DCC on the recent high-
profile incident in Barnsley, following a football derby. The Force had referred itself to the IOPC, as 
is mandatory in circumstances of serious injury. The Panel has asked that its six monthly review of 
complaints trends should in future include those complaints which are dealt with by the IOPC.    

Equality, Diversity & Inclusion Update

Inspector S Mellors, SYP’s Equality, Diversity & Inclusion Lead, presented an Update.  

The last quarter of 2019 saw a rise in the workforce total across all sections, except Specials, for 
whom recruitment has had to be put on hold.  This is the greatest quarterly climb so far since the 
persistent downward trend in workforce numbers of recent years.

Among police officers, the proportion of female officers has climbed (+0.4%) to a new high of 
33.8%, which is well above the national police proportion of 30.4%. The proportion of BME officers, 
however, remains steady at 4.9%.  The Force still has some way to travel to match both the 
proportion of BME residents in South Yorkshire (11.9%) and the police service nationally (6.9%)
The Panel expressed concern about the apparent dearth of BME/VME officers at sergeant rank but 
was reassured to hear that plans were in place to address this. It is however noteworthy that the 
proportion of BME officers is at its highest at the rank of Inspector (6.3%).

There is also a notable rise (+0.2% to 2.1%) in the proportion of officers who have disclosed 
identifying as LGBT+.

The Panel also noted with concern the high dropout/withdrawal rate (30%) during the recruitment 
campaign which began in January 2017. To some extent this may be explained by the length of the 
process, but it is a waste of SYP’s resources. With other recruitment campaigns still in train – and 
more to come – this needs to be better understood.

Stop and Search

M Lewis, the IEP’s Lead Member for Stop and Search, provided a written update.

SYP operates a stop and search scrutiny process in which external people participate. Consideration 
is being given to showing the scrutiny panel Body Worn Video recording of the stop and search. After 
a debate, the Panel agreed that on balance, there were no fundamental ethical considerations which 
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might delay using Body Worn Video material as part of the scrutiny process.  However, the Panel 
advised that data protection requirements should be investigated before the proposed use of Body 
Worn Video footage should go ahead. 

With support from K Wright of the OPCC, M Lewis had prepared a briefing note on perceived 
disproportionality in the use of stop & search on members of the BME communities across the county. 
In a supplemental note, Ch Insp C Foster, Force lead for stop & search, acknowledged that despite a 
recent drop in the level of disproportionality, the Force does not fully understand the drivers and as 
part of its research response, has commissioned Sheffield Hallam University to interrogate the 
relevant population data. C Foster assured the Panel that the Force fully appreciates the need to 
maintain the trust and confidence of BME communities, and scrutiny of disproportionality is a priority.  

Recommendations

The Commissioner is recommended to consider the contents of the report and comment on any 
matters arising.

Report author details
Andrew Lockley, Chair of the Independent Ethics Panel
Sally Parkin, Business Manager

Contact details: OPCC, 0114 2964137
Signed:

A Lockley

Date:

3 March 2020
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PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY BOARD

OF THE SOUTH YORKSHIRE POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER

10 March 2020

REPORT BY THE PCC’S CHIEF EXECUTIVE AND SOLICITOR

OFFICE OF POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER DELIVERY PLAN 2020 / 2021

1. Report Objectives

To provide and seek PCC approval of the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner 
(OPCC) Delivery Plan 2020 / 2021 in support of the Police and Crime Plan 2017-2021 
(Renewed 2019).   

 
2. Recommendations

The PCC is recommended to agree the OPCC’s Delivery Plan.  
 
3. Information

3.1 The PCC has asked that his Office, and those he commissions (including the Chief 
Constable) to provide delivery plans in support of his Police and Crime Plan 2017 – 
2021 (Renewed 2019).  Delivery plans should set out details of the contributions, and 
monitor progress towards delivering, the outcomes of the Police and Crime Plan.  

It is expected that the content of these delivery plans will be proportionate to the level of 
funding provided.

3.2 The OPCC Delivery Plan (‘Plan’) is provided at Appendix A to this report. This Plan has 
been updated from the previous year to better align with the PCC’s Assurance 
Framework. 

3.3 The Plan is supported by a high-level narrative of the OPCC activity sitting behind these 
19 boxes. [N.B. More detailed plans and work programmes are being drawn up by the 
PCC’s Senior Leadership Team which will be managed and monitored through quarterly 
review meetings and cascaded to individual staff as personal objectives for the year, 
through the Performance Development Review (PDR) process, so that each member of 
the OPCC understands his/her contribution to this Delivery Plan, and therefore to the 
Police and Crime Plan].

Report Author: Erika Redfearn
Designation: Head of Governance, OPCC
Contact: eredfearn@southyorkshire-pcc.gov.uk
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South Yorkshire PCC's Police and Crime Plan (Renewed 2019)

South Yorkshire - to be a safe place in which to live, learn and work

Protecting Vulnerable People Tackling Crime and Anti-Social Behaviour Treating People Fairly

Focus on: Focus on: Focus on:

Helping victims of serious violence,
domestic abuse, sexual offences,

including children

Helping those who are victims and survivors of child
sexual exploitation and child criminal exploitation,

human trafficking and slavery

SYP's understanding of current
demand on policing services
and how well SYP use this

knowledge The effectiveness of neighbourhood
teams in working with partners, in

listening to the public, and in helping
to prevent and tackle crime and ASB

A fair allocation of police resources
for our communities Understanding and fair treatment of BAME and other

minority communities by SYP and in the criminal justice
system, including ensuring hate crime is properly

recorded and investigated

SYP's understanding of future
demand on policing services
and how well SYP use this

knowledge 

A workforce that is representative of
South Yorkshire's population

Helping those vulnerable to cyber and
internet fraud Mental Health - South Yorkshire Police (SYP)

partnership working with the NHS, Clinical
Commissioning Groups,  Social Care partnerships
and the voluntary and community sector - helping

those in crisis to obtain the right help from the right
service at the right time

How well crime is understood, and
how far it is being brought down.

The rehabilitation of offenders and
the reduction of reoffending 

Fair treatment of staff through supporting a positive
culture and organisational development 

Fair treatment  for victims and
witnesses of crime throughout the
criminal justice process, including
providing a quality and accessible

restorative justice service

Whether SYP has the right
workforce mix to deal with

crimes such as serious and
violent crime, cyber crime and

terrorism
Improving how the public contact the

Police (including improved 101 services)

A public health approach to crime
 A fair police complaints system

Value for Money Services

Achieving the right balance of resources for the most efficient and effective policing and crime services - e.g. the balance between funding law enforcement activity versus early intervention and prevention activity

 Maximising Economy, Efficiency and Effectiveness in all that we do

Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner (OPCC) 2020/21 Delivery Plan

Helping the PCC determine and achieve his Police and Crime Plan priorities, evaluating progress from the perspective of South Yorkshire's communities

Strategic & Financial
Planning

1. Effective and timely strategic and
financial planning 2. Preparing for PCC Elections 3. Supporting a new/returning PCC post

election to realise planning aspirations
4. Developing proposal for a sustainable

model for reducing serious violence
5. Keeping under review models of
Fire & Rescue Service Governance

6. Helping to shape future probation
services

Controls & Associated
Assurance

Arrangements / Activity

7.  Ongoing development of PCC's
Assurance Framework

8. Supporting the PCC's / Joint assurance
panels as part of our assurance

arrangements

9. Independent risk-based evaluation and
scrutiny 

10. Force's delivery of the various
PCC/Joint strategies

Directly Delivering
Activity and

Commissioning
Services

11. Directly delivering, engaging in, and
influencing early intervention and

prevention activity

12. Commissioning value for money services
to deliver the PCC's priorities, including

victims' services and early intervention and
prevention activity 

13. Pursuing appropriate external funding

Partnership Working

14. Leading and supporting the Local
Criminal Justice Board in securing an
efficient and effective criminal justice

system for South Yorkshire

15.  Working in partnership to deliver South
Yorkshire's approach to violence reduction

16. Working with Community Safety
Partnerships to reduce crime and disorder

Communications 

17. Proactive and reactive external
communications aimed at improving public
trust and confidence in policing and crime

services across all our communities

18. Targeted campaigns to raise awareness
of issues aligned to the priorities within the

Police and Crime Plan

19. Meaningful reporting to the public on
whether Police and Crime Plan outcomes

are being achieved and how much policing
and crime services are costing
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PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY BOARD

10TH MARCH 2020

SOUTH YORKSHIRE POLICE

SOUTH YORKSHIRE POLICE PERFORMANCE AND GOVERNANCE ARRANGEMENTS 
TO DELIVER THE POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER’S POLICE AND CRIME PLAN 

REPORT OF THE CHIEF CONSTABLE

1 PURPOSE OF REPORT

To update Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC) as to the Chief Constable’s plan to 
support the Police and Crime Plan (2017-2021).

2 RECOMMENDATION(S) AND / OR DECISION(S) REQUIRED

The PCC considers and discusses the contents of this report and approves the Chief 
Constable’s proposals to how the force will deliver the Police and Crime Plan.

3 BACKGROUND

The PCC’s Police and Crime Plan identifies three priority areas:

 protecting vulnerable people (PVP);
 tackling crime and ASB (antisocial behaviour); and
 treating people fairly.

Appendix one illustrates the areas of focus that the PCC will be holding South Yorkshire 
Police to account for in relation to these priorities.  In addition, ‘value for money’ will be 
considered a crosscutting theme.

The HMICFRS (Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary, Fire and Rescue Services) 
inspections provide independent assessments on the force. In 2019, the force was 
inspected and graded as ‘Good’ across all the three key areas of Effectiveness, 
Efficiency and Legitimacy. This is a clear improvement from the 2016 grading of 
‘Requires Improvement’, which preceded the 2017-2021 Police and Crime Plan. 
Appendix two contains a breakdown of the 2019 inspection results. 

4 GOVERNANCE AND PLAN DELIVERY

The force’s Plan on a Page sets out how it will deliver the PCC’s Police and Crime Plan 
with activity directed to:
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 deliver neighbourhood policing and protect the vulnerable;
 proactively understand and prevent crime and harm; and
 tackle crime and antisocial behaviour
The Plan on a Page ‘foundations of success’ that will deliver these priorities are:

 collaborate in effective partnerships;
 deliver excellent victim-led service;
 communicate and engage effectively;
 use technology and data effectively;
 restructure the organisation and match resources with demand;
 manage our talent;
 value our people; and
 create strong and stable leadership.
The Plan on a Page ‘foundations of success’ that will deliver improvements in efficiency 
and productivity are:

 improve the effectiveness and efficiency of our internal processes;
 use our resources well;
 manage our finances; and
 governance and compliance

The force has an effective and comprehensive Performance Management Framework 
in place to support the Plan on a Page and deliver the Police and Crime Plan.  This 
framework has developed each year to reflect the current position of delivery within the 
force. It also takes account of the PCC’s Police and Crime Plan, HMICFRS 
recommendations and priorities identified within the force Strategic Intelligence 
Assessment and Control Strategy. The annual planning process in 2020 is evolving to 
ensure the value of the Force Management Statement (FMS) is incorporated within the 
Performance Framework delivery. 

The monthly Force Performance Day focusses on strategic delivery of the Performance 
Management Framework, and localised accountability sits within the district and 
departmental Quarterly Performance Reviews. In support of this, since the introduction 
of new IT systems in 2018, the force’s Performance Management Unit (PMU) has 
developed a comprehensive series of performance management dashboards that 
inform the delivery. 

These dashboards enable the force to understand and manage performance effectively 
and efficiently, quickly identifying areas where (a) improvements are needed or (b) 
reassurance where performance is good. In 2019, the dashboards have been further 
developed to deliver team and individual level data, supporting wider understanding and 
enabling scrutiny of local performance. Appendix three details relevant areas of 
performance data used to deliver the Police and Crime Plan. In 2020/21, the force 
reporting platform will change to delivery through Power BI which has been identified to 
provide enhanced performance reporting capability. Whilst the process for delivery will 
take time, the current Oracle BI dashboards will continue to provide existing functionality 
until a point at which the new reports are fully functional.  

The force will continue to deliver the Plan on a Page and the Police and Crime Plan 
through current, well established and previously documented partnerships seeking 
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future collaborative opportunities where they will deliver effective performance.  The 
collaboration effectiveness framework has developed in 2019, and is used to provide 
the required evidence of the success of such arrangements.

The force has an effective and robust regime to monitor compliance, performance and 
hold business leads to account to drive delivery of the Police and Crime Plan.

 Force performance day (monthly meeting), chaired by the Deputy Chief Constable 
is attended by district/departmental heads and representatives from the OPCC, 
where the force assesses progress against its priorities and the Police and Crime 
Plan.  This meeting will continue to feed the PCC’s Public Accountability Board 
(PAB) providing reassurance in an open forum as to the progress achieved, or 
highlight specific challenges.  

 Each member of the Senior Command Team (SCT) holds their respective portfolio 
district/departmental heads to account through a series of local quarterly 
performance review meetings.  

 The Deputy Chief Constable chairs regular meetings with SCT, to ensure progress 
against HMICFRS recommendations, supported by the Strategic Delivery Unit. In 
2020/21, this will be developed to include delivery in other areas of organisational 
learning, such as from PSD, Legal Services or from internal and peer assessment 
reviews.   

 A bi-weekly report is produced for district and SCT leads to detail the latest 
performance in key areas of delivery. The report is amended as required to meet 
the evolving needs, and oversight is then governed through SCT portfolio leads to 
ensure any emerging concerns are understood at the earliest opportunity.

 The force has a network of force ‘thematic leads’ in key areas aligned to the force 
Control Strategy and for both crime and non-crime performance areas.  Force 
thematic leads ensure that the force work-streams and policies are commensurate 
with the National Police Chief’s Council (NPCC) wider strategic requirements in 
each thematic area.

Members of SCT chair governance arrangements overseeing their portfolio areas e.g. 
resourcing, demand, change programmes, collaboration, threat, harm and risk, 
vulnerability, investigations, diversity, use of technology and partnership working.  
These arrangements align to the Police and Crime Plan, the Plan on a Page, the Control 
Strategy and the SIA requirements.  

The force will continue to inform and update existing PCC assurance/advisory groups 
and independent panels as part of the holding to account arrangements.

To address the areas of focus in the renewed Police and Crime Plan priorities, South 
Yorkshire Police’s plans include the following:

Protecting Vulnerable People

Protecting vulnerable people is at the core of the PCC’s Police and Crime Plan and key 
deliverables of the force’s Plan on a Page.  In recognising and responding to 
vulnerability, it requires staff and partners to work together effectively to identify potential 
indicators of vulnerability at an early stage.
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The Vulnerability Governance Group will continue to oversee the Vulnerability Thematic 
Leads Group. The force will use its range of intelligence based vulnerability problem 
profiles, strategies and action plans in protecting vulnerable people.  The force has a 
well-established multi-agency approach to tackling domestic abuse including a focus on 
safeguarding victims and arresting perpetrators quickly. The Serious Organised Crime 
(SOC) Vulnerability operational team provides an effective response to organised Child 
Sexual Exploitation (CSE), modern slavery and human trafficking working closely with 
the Internet Sexual Offences Team (ISOT) and cyber protect officers to reduce online 
vulnerability. CSE work is fully embedded across all districts for the identification, and 
investigation of any allegations and concerns. The current CSE strategy is being 
updated to take stock of our position and understand where, if any, gaps remain in our 
delivery. HMICFRS previously highlighted an area for improvement in our recognition 
of less obvious vulnerability, and it is here where professional curiosity of our officers 
and partnership agencies plays a critical role. Each district has a full multi-agency 
partnership approach to dealing with CSE, using the 4Ps (Prepare, Protect, Prevent, 
Pursue) approach. 

As with the national programme, Child Criminal Exploitation (CCE) delivery, particularly 
with a focus on county lines is starting to embed in SYP, with training ongoing in relation 
to County Lines and Cuckooing. Frontline officer training through the ‘Street Skills’ 
programme began in January 2020, with 43 sessions of training scheduled for delivery. 
Custody intervention opportunities are being developed for the safeguarding and 
identification of victims, aligned to the delivery of the CCE strategy. Part of the strategy 
will focus on improvements in partnership working, and future planning around this will 
be delivered through a tactical working group. Mapping of CCE continues to be a focus 
with SYP working with the Regional Organised Crime Unit to map OCGs linked to 
County Lines exploitation activity.

Operation Signature and MOSAIC data is used to identify areas with higher 
concentrations of vulnerable cybercrime victims, specifically fraud.  A pilot team was set 
up in December 2019 within the force’s Crime Support Hub to review, triage and support 
investigative quality across the full range of fraud offences. Whilst the local management 
of offences remains with each local geographic area, the fraud team will set the plans 
for investigation and authorise the finalisation of any offences thereby ensuring the 
quality of delivery at a local level. They will be in a stronger position to identify force-
wide linked fraudulent activity and will circulate advice and guidance to support a 
stronger evidential chain and victim support. The Economic Cyber Crime and 
Prevention Centre estimated in 2016 that 80% of all fraud offences are preventable, as 
they require action from victims in some sense to be achieved. The pilot team will work 
closely with colleagues who identify vulnerability of fraud victims and continue to provide 
a specialist service in crime prevention and practical learning around fraud prevention. 
The work of the team will be evaluated in 2020 to understand if the initial benefits 
identified have been realised.  

In 2019, HMICFRS published their inspection report ‘The poor relation: The police and 
Crown Prosecution Service's response to crimes against older people’. Within the report 
were a number of recommendations for NPCC portfolios and all Chief Constables to 
support over the forthcoming 12 months. In force, a working group was established to 
ensure understanding and delivery of the recommendations, with ultimate strategic 
oversight through the SCT HMICFRS meetings. 
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The Protecting Vulnerable People (PVP) Governance Unit oversees the standard of 
public protection investigations and audits conformity with the performance 
management framework to ensure consistently outstanding quality of service to 
vulnerable victims. The unit identifies emerging threats at national and local levels to 
assist the force in preparing for change and improvement drawing in evidence based 
best practice.

The introduction of the DVPN (Domestic Violence Protection Notice) team within PVP 
Governance Unit in 2020 will ensure the most effective use of the Domestic Violence 
powers in support of victim safety, where the circumstances do not enable more formal 
police action to be taken. This team will ensure response officers are not abstracted to 
attend a local magistrates court and the team has been established to improve the 
quality of applications, support capacity within Legal Services, and deal with breaches 
and contested hearings on behalf of the force. The team are expected to be fully 
operational in March 2020. 

Whilst SYP have delivered several in house training pieces on domestic abuse over the 
last few years, the Domestic Abuse Matters programme developed by the College of 
Policing has been recognised for the deeper understanding of the impact of coercive 
and controlling behaviour it delivers. The funding for the training has recently been 
approved for delivery in SYP, and will be delivered to all officers and staff who encounter 
domestic abuse situations within their role. The 2,600 staff involved are planned to 
attend the training between March and July 2020. There is an evaluation strand, which 
will review the impact of the training on the delegates, and additionally to this work within 
the Performance & Governance department will consider the victim benefits the training 
should impact for wider DA and victim impact delivery. Additional to this, aligned to the 
training programme, the force will train an additional 100 officers and staff to act at 
Domestic Abuse Champions, with their focus being to support colleagues and provide 
resilience and challenge where necessary in our delivery around domestic abuse. 
These roles will be critical in our ongoing focus for DA. 

Given domestic abuse is a nationally under-reported area of criminality, the drive is to 
encourage reporting, and to support officers to recognise subtle signs of abusive 
relationships within their daily interactions. Consequently an increase in domestic abuse 
may be expected, although the force will continue to monitor and focus on reduction of 
repeat domestic abuse victims. 

A crucial part of delivery of support by SYP for those with mental health concerns is 
around our use of Section 136 of the Mental Health Act. Work has been progressing for 
some months with the ICS Crisis Pathway Steering (Sub) Group to develop a South 
Yorkshire-wide 136 Pathway and Standard Operating Procedure for Places of Safety. 
This will provide a consistency of delivery across the county emergency departments 
and as a result has required careful review by all parties involved, acknowledging the 
welcome support for the development of the protocol. The protocol is now in its final 
stages of delivery with a provisional date for presenting to the ICS MHLD Steering 
Group in March 2020 for endorsement. 
Progress following the inaugural meeting of the South Yorkshire Strategic Blue Light 
and Hospital Alliance in September 2019 has been notable in setting the future direction 
for the partnership. The Alliance is attended from partners in Yorkshire Ambulance 
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Service (YAS), integrated Care System (ICS), Health, South Yorkshire Fire and Rescue 
Service (SYFRS), OPCC and British Transport Police (BTP), and jointly chaired by 
Rotherham District General Hospital’s Chief Executive and SYP mental health lead 
C/Supt Dan Thorpe. From the initial meeting a Data Sub Group has been held, leading 
to the establishment of a Data Task and Finish Group jointly chaired by SYP and YAS. 
This brings together subject matter experts to determine the most appropriate questions 
and the format of how we collate and share the data with a view to creating a reporting 
template to collect shared data on mental health crisis demand across Blue Light and 
Emergency Department partners. Update on progress is to feed into the Data Sub 
Group who will maintain oversight of development and provide direction in relation to 
requirements of the template. It is acknowledged that this work will take time to progress 
in order to produce a meaningful product that can presented to members of the Blue 
Light and Hospital Alliance. 
SYP is now a core member of the ICS Children and Young People’s Steering Group. In 
January 2020, SYP attended systems management training together with partners 
across the ICS, to allow development of planned work streams under the remit of this 
group. The primary focus at this time is to develop a 24/7 crisis provision and intensive 
home treatment programme for children and young people across the South Yorkshire 
and Bassetlaw footprint. 

The Complete Victim Care Strategy puts victims at the heart of investigations, keeping 
them up to date with the progress of their case and in line with the Victim’s Code of 
Practice (VCOP).  Officers have received further training of the requirements and the 
importance of keeping people updated with progress of their case and the provision of 
a consistent and high level of service. An investigation plans dashboard created in 2019 
provides management teams with information on the quality of investigation plans and 
effective supervision. These are scrutinised locally and the Strategic Delivery Unit 
supports the Investigations Governance Group with more intrusive reviews of dip-
sampled investigations. 

The force has introduced specific performance monitoring dashboards for 999 and 101 
call handling performance, including call waiting times and call abandonment rates. A 
focus in 2020 is to ensure continued timely response to incidents and to support 
performance management requirements from the ongoing review of Atlas Court 
services. Performance monitoring exists within dashboards for local command teams to 
monitor response times to emergency and priority graded incidents and review 
operational deployment plans.

In 2019, an additional option was included within the response gradings to enable the 
force to identify those priority incidents where attendance within 60 minutes was 
important due to the circumstances of risk, victim need, suspect identification or 
evidence. A grading of Priority 8 was therefore included for the small number of priority 
incidents where no attendance was required in more immediate timescales. This will 
enable the force in 2020 to report on three categories of delivery and understand 
process improvements in each area more effectively. 

Tackling Crime and ASB
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Crime continues to evolve and the force is alive to this.  Nationally increases are seen 
in some crime types, such as cyber and internet-based crimes, and smaller volume high 
harm offences such as knife crime and assaults.

The force has received Home Office investment in the enforcement delivery of the 
Serious Violent Crime Task Force, and funding has supported the public health 
approach in the Violence Reduction Unit. Within this, the force will work with the public 
sector, alongside partners in the private, voluntary and third sector to deliver long-term 
reductions in offending, with specific focus on young males who are over-represented 
within both victim and offender profiles.  

The existing Investigations Governance Group oversees all aspects of the force’s 
approach to investigative standards and the implementation of HMICFRS 
recommendations on how effective the force is at investigating crime.

Local Integrated Offender Management (IOM) cohorts include domestic violence, child 
sexual exploitation, organised crime groups and serious acquisitive crime.  Violent and 
sex offenders are managed by local ViSOR teams. IOM and ViSOR management relies 
heavily on close working with a range of partners to reduce offending.

The force is committed to ensuring all offenders are brought to appropriate justice, 
including the appropriate use of Restorative Justice (RJ), provided by the PCC through 
the Local Criminal Justice Partnership. Additionally the force is recording the use of 
‘Outcome 22’ whereby no formal action can be taken against a suspect, but referrals / 
other powers can be used in support of reduced future offending patterns. The use of 
DVPNs is such an example of this, where victim support may not be required in the 
successful application of a protection order. Other referrals may be to drug or alcohol 
services, where an offender can get treatment for their conditions. Monitoring of the use 
of Outcome 22 is being incorporated within performance reporting in 2020. 

Understanding the picture of crime and non-crime trends is important for resourcing of 
officers within communities, prioritisation of internal specialist resources and delivering 
prevention advice locally. As such the force fully recognises the needs for crime 
recording accuracy and as our new recruits and existing officers attend training, this is 
a key element of the delivery, supported by the force’s Crime and Incident Registrar. 

Where increases in crime are identified through monthly intelligence analysis and crime 
trend review, the Tactical Tasking and Coordinating Group (TTCG) allocate specialist 
resources and prioritise activity. 

The force has identified residential burglaries as a focus in 2020/21, and work will 
continue to identify offenders and process investigations effectively, and develop the 
conversation with the wider public and businesses in the provision of prevention advice 
and support where required. Op Shield property marking has been heavily invested in 
in 2019 and the force will continue to support the further rollout in burglary hotspot areas. 

Demand for the force is identified by the public directly contacting the force, but also 
through community concerns raised within engagement such as the force’s Your Voice 
Counts survey. Training in 2019 has supported the use of problem solving techniques 
to deliver community and partnership based solutions to problems. Increases in the 
analytical intelligence portfolio in 2020 will support the delivery and evaluation of 
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problem-solving, increasing internal confidence in local delivery, community 
involvement, and in support of our widening evidence-base of ‘what works’. 

The national Problem Solving and Demand Reduction Programme in South Yorkshire 
Police is now in its final phase. The three-year programme has several strands to it, one 
of these being the pilot of an IT system for use by SYP, Humberside Police (HP) and 
local authority partners to enable the sharing of intelligence and case management 
information on a single system for the first time. In SYP, the pilot is supporting 
management of local Problem Orientated Policing (POP) Plans across a number of 
business areas including ASB, Repeat and Vulnerable Victims (RVVs) and Domestic 
Violence. In terms of partnership delivery, the key benefit is seen to be the immediacy 
of the information sharing – as the information is input by one partner on the system it 
will then be available for review by relevant partners, without requiring explanatory 
emails / meetings to be arranged for the information provision. This timely delivery 
ensures all relevant partners are sighted in their decision-making of the up to date 
information in relation to an effective response to individuals or locations which are 
causing issues for the partnership. Further rollout of this system is expected across SYP 
in the forthcoming months, as the evaluation of the programme and the Partner pilot is 
delivered through the project.

Treating People Fairly

Work continues internally to consider the distribution of resources for the policing officer 
uplift, but this process will take some time and impact is not immediate. For any other 
change decisions, resourcing allocation for frontline delivery are reviewed within the 
business change programme in Business Change and Innovation. Work continues to 
understand the demand profile for colleagues in response and neighbourhood teams to 
ensure that resourcing decisions are taken with the best available evidence around the 
demands of the current policing environment. The officer uplift has also provided the 
force with the opportunity to recruit in areas of under-representation. To date, every 
completed process step, across all SYP recruitment campaigns, has improved success 
ratios of female and BME candidates. So long as this continues, SYP workforce diversity 
will continue to rise in the forthcoming years. 
The Equality Hub has been set up to bring together the strands of smaller equality 
groups from across the force, and ensure the organisation has appropriate strength 
from this group as a voice within the key areas of decision-making. There are currently 
ten internal associations involved within the Equality Hub, with additional representation 
from trade unions, and the Police Federation, with patronage from ACC Lauren 
Poultney. 
Within the staff survey in 2018/19, whilst improvements were seen in a number of areas, 
the force identified issues linked to ‘hindrance stressors’, whereby regular frustrations 
with working environment, assets or processes could cause unnecessary stress on a 
workforce under pressure. The deployment of new mobile devices and laptops to 
support frontline officers’ delivery is on track for completion in March 2020. Once 
deployed, the work of the Mobile and Agile Board starts to ensure the technology meets 
the needs of the organisation, and exploits the potential use of applications and other 
capabilities within frontline delivery. This is to support officers in the daily delivery of 
services, moving to a situation where technology is seen as an enabler to delivery, 
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rather than a frustration or a blocker. The Board also needs to ensure effective and 
efficient use of resources can be tracked and understood, to realise the business 
benefits of the project. Superusers across all frontline areas have been identified who 
will assist in the smooth transition and ensure users are alive to the ongoing benefits of 
the new systems in the forthcoming year.  
The Innovation Station is a new platform in place for 2020/21 to provide an opportunity 
for individuals in force to submit good ideas for change, harnessing of ideas in response 
to key issues identified at the level of force or department. The key questions at a force 
level for the forthcoming period are outlined below, although ideas outside of these can 
also be submitted:

 What can you do to improve our service?
 How can we empower all our communities to make a difference?
 How can we enhance our approach to problem solving across all areas of our 

organisation?
 What efficiencies can we make to reduce bureaucracy, wasted time and effort?
 How can we reduce our environmental impact?
 How can we embed partnership working and deliver services in a more integrated 

way?
 What will make South Yorkshire Police the service that people want to work for?

The Diversity, Confidence and Equality Board, chaired by Chief Constable Watson 
reviews the understanding within the force around fair treatment. The Equality Strategy 
Action Plan outlines a number of actions for delivery in 2020/21 that will be monitored 
for delivery. SYP does not want to detain young people where possible, and works to 
ensure that the most appropriate support is given throughout any necessary time whilst 
in custody. The board therefore also reviews the treatment of juveniles in custody. The 
work for the reporting delivery in 2020/21 now moves to support gender and sexual 
orientation characteristics in addition to the current focus on ethnicity, and this 
information will be considered within local governance and accountability meetings. 
The force continues to obtain feedback on all aspects of service from a range of victims 
(burglary, vehicle crime, hate crime, domestic abuse, vulnerable victims) in order to 
learn and improve our levels of service and support to victims. This will continue to be 
deliver within the Complete Victim Care strategy in 2020/21, which also takes account 
of feedback from other methods such as that obtained by the OPCC. 
The force delivers several strands of work around internal culture and organisational 
development. Key elements here are linked to the force ‘values’ of Integrity, Openness, 
Fairness, Respect, Honesty, Courage and Teamwork. Within the new configuration of 
the People & Organisational Development department, there are a number of business 
partner roles currently under recruitment. One of these roles is for an Organisational 
Development and Culture Partner, which will support the strategic delivery across the 
force of future work.

Internally we hold ourselves to the scrutiny of our employees as well as the Independent 
Ethics Panel for fair process and ethical decision-making. The forces’ Internal Ethics 
Committee, chaired by the Head of Legal Services, provides a forum for officers and 
staff to raise issues of fairness or an ethical nature, supported by a fairness and ethics 
IT portal. This Committee considers the ethical aspect of referred issues and ensures 
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the highest standards of professional and personal integrity and conduct displayed and 
maintained. Regular updates are provided to the PCC’s Independent Ethics Panel.

The force was graded as GOOD by HMICFRS in September 2019 for Legitimacy and 
Outstanding for how well the force ensures its workforce behaves ethically and lawfully. 
February 2020 sees the introduction of new police regulations for complaints and 
misconduct, which the force has been working to accommodate within resourcing and 
local demand understanding. The regulations will increase demands on the department, 
but resources have been increased to accommodate this, and future proactivity in 
supporting district learning are considered to be the focus of longer-term reductions in 
complaints. 

Value for Money

It is important for the force to provide value for money and the best possible service that 
the public want to see, balancing preventative and reactive functions. HMICFRS graded 
the force as ‘Good’ for Efficiency, which includes an assessment of financial planning 
and our use of resources. 

HMICFRS produce an extensive annual ‘value for money’ profile, which the force uses 
to compare nationally with other forces in areas of finance and resources. These 
findings are considered by SCT and any areas of interest for potential future efficiencies 
can then be reviewed. The change programme delivered by Business Change and 
Innovation is aligned to support efficiencies where required, assess the changing nature 
of demand within the force, and identify and track any benefits associated with change. 
As such, value for money in the decision-making through the Strategic Change Board 
can be scrutinised and evidenced. 

The officer uplift programme and internal investment in officer increases has changed 
the future landscape for the force and this has required investment into facilities, 
training, recruitment, and other support areas in force. Despite this the force is well 
equipped to deliver in 2020/21, and the decision making process in ensuring Value for 
Money is evidenced within the Force Management Statement as submitted to 
HMICFRS within their inspection process. 

PCC Commissioned Services and Partnerships

South Yorkshire Police depends on the PCC to commission services involving partners 
and communities to provide a holistic approach to achieving the Police and Crime Plan 
priorities.  The force also depends upon the PCC’s Community Safety Fund to assist 
with drug intervention programmes, Community Safety Partnerships and Youth 
Offending Services.  

5 SUMMARY

The PCC and the public should be fully reassured that the force has clear arrangements 
in place to deliver performance against the PCC’s Police and Crime Plan priorities and 
is fully committed to working in partnership to do so.
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Chief Officer lead:
Deputy Chief Constable Mark Roberts

Report author: 
T/Strategic Performance Manager Tania Percy
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APPENDIX ONE – POLICE AND CRIME PLAN PRIORITIES 

Protecting Vulnerable People
Focus on:

 Helping victims of serious violence, domestic abuse, sexual offences, including children
 Helping those who are victims and survivors of child sexual exploitation and child criminal 

exploitation, human trafficking and slavery
 Helping those vulnerable to cyber and internet fraud
 Mental Health - SYP partnership working with the NHS, Clinical Commissioning Groups,  

Social Care partnerships and the voluntary and community sector - helping those in crisis to 
obtain the right help from the right service at the right time

 Improving how the public contact the Police (including improved 101 services)
 Better feedback by the police to victims and witnesses about the progress of their case

Tackling Crime and ASB
Focus on:

 SYP's understanding of current demand on policing services and how well SYP use this 
knowledge

 The effectiveness of neighbourhood teams in working with partners, in listening to the public, 
and in helping to prevent and tackle crime and ASB

 SYP's understanding of future demand on policing services and how well SYP use this 
knowledge 

 The rehabilitation of offenders and the reduction of reoffending 
 How well crime is understood, and how far it is being brought down                                                                                                                              
 Whether SYP has the right workforce mix to deal with crimes such as serious and violent 

crime, cyber-crime and terrorism
 Public health approach to crime

Treating People Fairly
Focus on:

 A fair allocation of police resources for our communities
 Understanding and fair treatment of BAME and other minority communities by SYP and in the 

criminal justice system, including ensuring hate crime is properly recorded and investigated
 A workforce that is representative of South Yorkshire's population
 Fair treatment of staff through supporting a positive culture and organisational development
 Fair treatment  for victims and witnesses of crime throughout the criminal justice process, 

including providing a quality and accessible restorative justice service
 A fair police complaints system

Value for Money
Maximising Economy, Efficiency and Effectiveness by:

 Achieving the right balance of resources for the most efficient and effective policing and crime 
services e.g. whether to resource prevention or enforcement activity

 Ensuring the Chief Constable is achieving value for money
 Victim satisfaction levels
 Public confidence levels - across all our communities
 Feelings of safety
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APPENDIX TWO – HMICFRS Integrated PEEL Assessment 2018/19

HMI’s Observations: 
I am very pleased with South Yorkshire Police’s performance in keeping people safe and 
reducing crime. In particular, it is outstanding in how it maintains an ethical culture.
The force is good at preventing crime and anti-social behaviour. It is good at investigating 
crime and continues to use its improved investigative processes across the organisation. 
While the force has improved how well it protects vulnerable people, it still doesn’t always 
respond to them quickly enough.
The force has improved some of its crime-recording processes but has more work to do.
South Yorkshire Police understands the current and future demand for its services much better 
than it has done before. It has used this knowledge to develop strong financial and workforce 
plans.
Senior leaders support the workforce. I am impressed by how well they encourage a culture 
of ethical behaviour and promote professional standards of behaviour.
Overall, I commend South Yorkshire Police for the progress it has made over the past year. 
This gives a good foundation for continuing to improve in the year ahead.

A breakdown of the key questions are provided below:

EFFECTIVENESS GOOD

How effective is the force at preventing crime, tackling anti-
social behaviour and keeping people safe? GOOD

How effective is the force at investigating crime and reducing 
re-offending? GOOD

How effective is the force at protecting those who are 
vulnerable from harm, and supporting victims? GOOD

How effective is the force at tackling serious and organised 
crime? GOOD

How effective are the force’s specialist capabilities? Ungraded

EFFICIENCY GOOD

How well does the force use its resources to meet the demand 
it faces? GOOD

How well does the force plan for the future? GOOD

LEGITIMACY GOOD

To what extent does the force treat all of the people it serves 
with fairness and respect? GOOD

How well does the force ensure that its workforce behaves 
ethically and lawfully? OUTSTANDING

To what extent does the force treat its workforce with fairness 
and respect? GOOD
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PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY BOARD (PAB)

3 MONTH - WORK PROGRAMME (7 February 2020 Meeting)

FEBRUARY 2020 TO MAY 2020

UPDATED 2020-02-19

MEETING DATE:  7 APRIL 2020 AT 1000 HOURS - BARNSLEY
OPCC SYP Purpose

Force Performance Reporting

Force Performance – Barnsley District 
Summary Update 

 Provide the PCC with an update on Barnsley District’s performance 
against Police and Crime Plan priorities.

Force Performance Report against Police and 
Crime Plan 2017 – 2021 (Renewed 2019)  – 
Tacking Crime and Anti-Social Behaviour

 Provide update to PCC re Force progress towards the priority Tackling 
Crime and Anti-Social Behaviour in the Police and Crime Plan.

VfM Strategy   Inform the PCC of the key principles and approaches to ensuring the 
most productive use of resources in delivering the priorities and the 
desired outcomes of the Police and Crime Plan

Chief Executive Reporting

Police and Crime Plan Refresh  To seek views on the PCC’s proposed level of refreshed Police and 
Crime Plan

PCC Decisions  To provide the Public Accountability Board (‘PAB’) with a record of key 
decisions taken by the PCC outside of this Board since the last PAB 
meeting

Assurance Panel Reporting

JIAC Exception Report  Provide an overview of the Committees areas of exception reporting for 
PCC’s information / action
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PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY BOARD (PAB)

3 MONTH - WORK PROGRAMME (7 February 2020 Meeting)

FEBRUARY 2020 TO MAY 2020

UPDATED 2020-02-19

MEETING DATE:  12 MAY 2020 AT 1000 HOURS - SHEFFIELD
OPCC SYP Purpose

Force Performance Reporting

Force Performance – Sheffield District Summary 
Update 

Provide the PCC with an update on Sheffield District’s performance 
against Police and Crime Plan priorities.

Force Performance Report against Police and 
Crime Plan 2017 – 2021 (Renewed 2019)  – 
Protecting Vulnerable People 

 Provide update to PCC re Force progress towards the priority 
Protecting Vulnerable People in the Police and Crime Plan.

Budget Monitoring Yearly Outturn as at 31 
March 2019

Provide year end (Quarter 4) summary budget position for 2018/19.  To 
inform final accounts and the PCC’s Annual Report

Sustainability Strategy  Action from PAB 7/10/19 - Provide an update on the Force and PCC’s 
Sustainability Strategic. (Agreed to report back May 2020)

Chief Executive Reporting

PCC Decisions  To provide the Public Accountability Board (‘PAB’) with a record of key 
decisions taken by the PCC outside of this Board since the last PAB 
meeting

Assurance Panel Reporting

IEP Exception Report  Provide overview of the Panels areas of exception reporting for PCC’s 
information / action, include the themes from IEP work programme eg, 
Stop and Search, Use of Force and Equalities.  
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PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY BOARD (PAB)

3 MONTH - WORK PROGRAMME (7 February 2020 Meeting)

FEBRUARY 2020 TO MAY 2020

UPDATED 2020-02-19

MEETING DATE:  11 JUNE 2020 AT 1000 HOURS – DONCASTER (TO BE UPDATED)
OPCC SYP Purpose

Force Performance Reporting

Force Performance – Doncaster District 
Summary Update

 Provide the PCC with an update on Doncaster District’s 
performance against Police and Crime Plan priorities.

Force Performance Report against Police and 
Crime Plan 2017 – 2021 (Renewed 2019)  – 
Treating People Fairly 

Provide update to PCC re Force progress towards the priority 
Protecting Vulnerable People in the Police and Crime Plan.

Domestic Abuse Update  Action 380 at PAB 14/01/20 – A further report on Domestic 
Abuse to be brought to a future meeting. (Agreed to report back 
June 2020)

Chief Executive Reporting

PCC Decisions   To seek PCC approval / agreement to proposals as requested 
(to be notified 10 working days before date of meeting)
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